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They'll cost more 
Watch for blank audio tape and 
recordable CDs to increase in 
price\NEWS A8 
And here she is 
The area's New Year's baby has 
arrived and we have her 
picture\COMMUNITY B1 
Try it sometime 
A tradition continues as a group 
of locals spent Jan. 1 playing 
soccer\SPORTS BIO 
WEDNESDAY 
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Treaty cost nears $7M 
PUBLIC RELATIONS and associated costs otherwise mployed by B C Ferries Corpora But $30,000 of that was covered by the feder- 
surrounding the Nisga'a treaty will lop more tion. algoverlnnent, said Suddaby. 
than $7 million by the end of February,'indi- 
cates information released by the provincial 
government 
Nearly $6.8 million was spent from June 1 to 
the end of 1998. 
And $768,000 has. been put aside over the 
next two months as the date nears for the treaty 
to be voted upon in the provincial legislation. 
But the true cost is actually higher as salaries 
of people borroveed front various government 
ministries to work on what's called the Nisga'a 
Treaty hnplementatiou Project aren't counted in 
figures that were released. 
"A lot of the staff costs come from across 
government where ministries were asked to 
contribute," said project official Clay Suddaby. 
People were also borrowed from provincial 
crown corporations, added Suddaby who is 
Just over $5 million was spent on advertising 
in newspapers, on radio and on television. 
Public education and community meetings 
consumed $1.16 million. 
That amount included production of a 17- 
minute video on the Nisga'a land claim ques- 
tion. 
Just over $120,000 of the public education• 
money was spent maintaining a 1-800 public in- 
formation line which drew more than 17,000 
calls. 
More than 160,000 visits were paid to the 
Nisga'a treaty interact site. 
On one project alone, the visit to Victoria by 
200 Nisga'a the week the legislature opened in 
November to begin debate on the treaty, 
$100,000 was spent on travel, accommodation, 
meals and travel within the city. 
In addition to those costs;the week-long Vic- 
toria ceremoldes cost another $99,000 for recep. 
tions, ceremonies, visits to area schools and the 
like, he added. 
More than 25 people were either hired for pro- 
jeet work or taken from other govermnent mini- 
stries and crown corporations, said Suddaby. 
That number will fall to 10 for January and 
February, he said. 
"Assuming everything oes according to 
plan, we're staying with the project until the 
legislation is passed," said Suddaby. 
Of the amount set aside for the next two 
months, $358,000 has been budgeted for pos- 
sible advertising and $178,000 has been 
eannarked for ceremonies and events connected 
to the planned passage of the treaty in the legis- 
• lature. 
Readers can 
have the,r say 
IT'S CALLED a free vote and it will be the most 
important one in the provincial egislature of this 
century. 
The vote, to be withheld within weeks, concerns 
acceptance or rejection of the Nisga'a treaty. Un- 
like normal votes on legislation, Members of the 
Provincial Legislature can vote as t.hey see fit and 
won't be tied to party politics. 
The Terrace Standard is offering its readers the 
chance to let their MLA know how they think. On 
Page A7 of today's paper, you'll find a coupon. 
Indicate 'In favour', 'Opposed" or 'Undecided'. 
You can mail it to us, fax it, drop it off or send 
us an e-mail. We do ask for a name and phone 
number for verification only. It will not be used 
for any other purpose. The deadline is noon Jan. 
15. We'll publish the results in our Jan. 20 issue. 
December's snowfall 
not close to a record 
THAT DUMP of snow Dec. 30 seemed like 
a lot but it, combined with other snowfalls 
last month, didn't come close to a record. 
Just under 23era of snow fell overnight 
Dec. 30, helping make the monthly total of 
161.5cm, says Environment Canada climate 
services uperintendent Gary Myers. 
"It was well above average, 6ht certaitdy 
• 'ttot:a record," said Myers' " 
That distinction goes to December 1957 
when 256.5cm of SUOW fell. On average, 
the month cf December comes in with 
92.6em of snow. Locals may have forgotten 
what winter can mean as last December, 
just 83.4cm of snow fell. 
And in case you're wondering about what 
lanuary might bring, the all time monthly 
record took place that month in 1989 when 
'~ 272.6cm of snow fell. 
i The private road and bridge maintenance 
company found itself busy trying to keep 
highways clear last month. 
"The cycle we've been going through is 
the toughest kind with continual precipita- 
tion," said Peter Laudsdowne of Nechako 
Northeoast. 
"We never seem to have the opportunity 
to get the roads cleared to bare and wet. 
And that's frustrating." 
One troublhtg section of Hwyl6 is at the 
eastern edge of Nechako Northcoast's area, 
near what is lutown as the old potato farm 
this side of Kitwanga. 
The highway there and leadiug into the 
next maintenance company's area seems to 
be more icy and dangerous than other 
places. 
, "There's abit of a weather change there. 
It could be shape of the valley and cold air 
coming from the Seven Sisters," said 
Landsdowne. 
One relative piece of good news is that 
the road into the Nass Valley is in better 
shape than in recent years. 
Heavy truck traffic has tended to turn a 
snow covering left by road crews to protect 
seaicoat into a glaze of ice. 
But with fewer larger trucks on the road 
because of reduced logghtg, that glazing 
hasn't occurred as much, said Laudsdowne. 
"We've been able to keep the compact 
surface in better shape, but I'm sure we'd 
all like to see a better economy with more 
trucks working regardless," he said. 
Acting district highways manager Marion 
Lee said she's been happy with the per- 
fonnauce of Nechako Northcoast this 
winter season. 
"They have things well ill hand," said 
Lee. 
: i i/ii I 
[] Get rid of that tree 
HERE'S ONE WAY to dispose I of your Christmas 
tree. Brothers Eric Anderson, left, and Richard 
Anderson, from the 8th Terrace Beavers and 
Cubs, will be among those out about Jan. 9 and 
Jan. 16. They'll be knocking on doors and, for a 
donation, will flag your tree and take it to the foot 
of your driveway. A little while later, the flagged 
trees will be picked up and taken to the dump. 
SCI wants more tax relief 
'SKEENA CELLULOSE has asked the provincial job pro- 
tectiou to give it another break on paying municipal taxes. '
The company had worked out a deal last year to defer 
1997 outstanding taxes and to begin making regular pay- 
ments on that amount beginning the first mouth of 1999. 
It has since sent a letter to the city saying it has asked the 
job protectimt commission for approval to defer that pay- 
ment schedule for another year. 
City treasurer Keith Norman estimated the outstanding 
1997 amount at approximately $850,000, notincludhtg in- 
terest. 
said Norman. 
Skeena Cellulose worked out a number of payment 
schedules through the provincial job protection commis- 
sion since it came out of creditor protection a year ago. 
This is the second one in a month in which the company 
has asked for a change in how it's been doing business 
since its rescue by the provincial government. 
The first conunitment, to pay suppliers and contractors 
cash on the barrel head right away, has since been ex- 
tended to two-week terms. 
Prince Rupert is the hardest hit municipality when it 
iiiii!/i /i!!i!!  Get it 
for free 
DIAL ONE of those 1-900 
numbers ill the phone book 
for crucial winter road in- 
formation and you're told 
it'll cost 75 cents a minute 
and will be added to your 
phone bill. 
Dial another number, this 
time a 1-800 variety, and 
you're asked to give a credit 
card number. 
Paying lot road informa- 
tion has been in place for 
several years but the provin- 
cial govenunent practice 
still bothers people. 
Yet there are several ways 
to find it for free. 
For those with Internet ac- 
cess, try 
www.behlghways.com and
follow instructions. 
The Weather Channel also 
carries road information 
supplied by the proviuclal 
government. Radio stations 
also carry bulletins. 
Locals can even call the 
local highways office during 
working hours. ~. 
Acting highways district 
Marion Lee sdvs manager 
the office will give ~'out 
reports for the area from 
Prince Rupert to Prince 
George. 
"The plan worked out was to begin making monthly in- comes to Skeena Cellulose being delinquent on taxes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : The highways mtnlstry's 
r~e~!!11 i i~t l l i  . . . .  ' ' to . . . . .  " .... !! . Terrace-based radio room 
~'ro, o;a~sclin:P~iPoila~9~!! i l P r R e ~ i i ~ i  : t : : :  a : : : : :n°wn: ;~ ~ i ~ ! i i ~ ~ i ~ ~ l o O ° ~ !  r!bi~°~i takcsin'c°llatesaaddistrib" :i utes road reports from 
around tile region, said Lee. 
i 
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Police renew call 
for help on murder 
ALMOST four weeks after home for a Christmas break, 
Linda Lefranc was tour- are scheduled to return after 
dered in her Terrace the holidays. 
townhouse Dec. 9, RCMP But Solvason wasn't sure 
officers are still asking for how long the officers will 
public assistance, be available. 
"Somebody outtherelnay "We can't keep these 
know something," said guys here from Prince 
Staff Sgt. Bob Solvason George here forever," he 
Dec. 30. said. He added that ihe of- 
He said nothing new had ricers have their own inves- 
been discovered in the case tigations and court ap- 
even though all of Terrace's pearances to worry about. 
four general: :investigation .... say ing the process call be 
officers have been assigned frustrating, Solvason said 
to the case. 
The officers, he said, are 
interviewing people and 
waiting for forensic test 
rcsnlts from various items 
sent to a central crime lab. 
He could not comment ou 
what exactly was being 
Icsted at the lab. 
But the results could be 
the break officers he.re have 
been waiting for after four 
weeks of painstaking inves- 
tigation that has seen up to 
eight officers front sur- 
rounding detachments make 
Terrace their temporary 
home. 
The officers, who went 
there is nothing he'd like 
better than to find the mur- 
derer. 
"Some of these things just 
take time," he said. 
Linda Lefranc was 
stabbed to death early Dec. 
9 in her Braun Street. 
townhouse. Her body was 
Linda Lefranc 
found by her seven-year-old 
daughter who reported the 
incident o neighbours who 
then called the RCMP. 
Lefrane, 37, was a single 
mother and office adminis- 
tration student at Northwest 
Community College. 
Accident on Walsh 
RCMP arrested and charged a man for impaired driving 
after a vehicle went through a stop sign and hit another 
vehicle at the corner of Eby and Walsh Avenue Dec. 30. 
RCMP say it appears a driver lost control of a pick up 
and it then proceeded through the intersection at around 10 
pan. that night, striking a northbound truck. Both drivers 
sustained minor injuries and the vehicles were damaged. 
Sk i  
Weekend 
Be sure to come in 
early to get the 
best seats. 
:/: Friday, , January 8& 
Saturday,~ January9  :~ 
There will be games! 
Prizes to be wont 
I Located in the Coast Inn of the West I 
. . . .  TheDr. R.E,M,,Lee  Foundation .... 
presents 
Valentines Day, my dear 
New Orleans Style 
Sat. Feb. 13, 1999 
Sponsors 
All Seasons Source for Sports Aqua Clear Bottlers 
Aqua Plumbing Canadian Tire 
Carters Jewellers Cedarland Tire 
Central Flowers Coast Inn of the West 
Elan Travel in cooperation with Canadian Airlines 
Electronic Futures Erwin's Jewellers 
Ev's Mens Wear Gernma's 
Great Pacific Management Great West Life 
Images by Karlene Maw.lin and Phil Davies 
Northern Drugs Northern Motor Inn 
Northern Savings Credit Union & Terrace and District Credit Union 
Pr~:e'sSive Ventures Safeway 
Terrace Builders Terrace Ch.ryshr . 
Terrace Equipment Sales Terrace Sight & Sound 
Totem Country Wide Furniture and Appliances Totem Ford 
Twilight Spas 
 for Loonle Daysl 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Sandwich 
al • 
.,:~.~. Offer fluallable at 
~ [ ~ D  Peanut . ~  
Burs~ei? ~ ~ 5 ~  
~ n,o,L~.dae • 
Iqew northern judge expected 
t() reduce, court list overload 
PROVINCIAL COURT waiting lists could get shorter 
here next summer with the appointment of a new judge 
to the northcoast, 
Steven Point, a Masters of Law program student at 
the University of B.C., will headquartered in Prince 
Rupert after being trained in Port Coquitlam. 
He is also expected to handle cases ill Terrace arid 
Kithnat. 
"There are few judges in a very large territory," said 
Chief Justice Robert Metzger of the need to for more 
northwest judges. 
Point was named in December as one of five new 
judges hired to cut the backlog of cases waiting to be 
heard in the provincial court system. The hiring was a 
part of Chief Justice Metzger's recommendations i  a 
report last spring. 
Three of the other four new judges will stay in Port 
Coquitlam where the loss of a judge to retirement con. 
tributed to an already heavy backlog, 
The last new judge will handle cases in downtovcn 
Vancouver's Robson Square, 
Poiut yeas a partner of the law firm Point and Shirley 
where he practiced criminal and native law with the lo- 
cal bands of the Sto;lo Nation south of Chilliwack, 
He is a Skowkale First Nations Chief and a tribal 
chairman of the Sto;lo Nation. 
0 
All bed linens 
Mattress pads 
Duvet covers 
Down quilts 
Pillows 
All kitchen linens 
Shower Curtains 
•Rugs. 
Bout,que pmces 
2 0 %°. 
All moccasins, 
slippers 
bath robes 
and night gowns• 
ii 30 0FF 
ii: Towels 
Cornell Trading 
Bed & Kitchen Linen 
Check Out Our 
SIDEWALK SALE TABLES! 
* Bed is 
-ropractic 
Special Edition 
Queen 
Size Set 
*599 
List $899 
• Special factory buy 
.532  Coil count multilastic 
spring system 
• 10 year full guarantee 
• 30 day sleep guarantee* 
• Limited quantities remaining 
*Ask instore for furl details 
" Chiropractor 
~, : .~  '" ,~:~. , . . . .  '. ; • "~,:.,o-.ii:.. ' : -'-' 
i Consort Pocket Coil 
Queen 
Size Set 
*699 
L is t  $1199 
• Super thick deluxe pocket 
coil system 
• 5 year full plus 5 year prorated 
warranty 
• 30 day sleep guarantee* 
I * Be for demonstration ly. *Special Bonus. Includes FREE 
Chiropractic sleep systems from SprLngwsll set of super deep pocket sheets 
The only sleep systems endorsed by over 32,000 ~ set/ 
Chiropractors across North America 
Cana~ m = I   - untryw,ae I 
|VF~& ~ Furn i tu re  & App l iance  I 
4501 Lakelse Ave.Terrace 
• .Hamper requests top 550 
 Army reaches donation goal 
THE SALVATION ARMY 
met its goal of raising 
$60,000 last month for its 
Christmas food hampers and 
for ou-going family as- 
• sistance. 
• Going into Christmas 
:week, the Army was 
$20,000 short of its goal but 
• a surge of donations helped 
: meet its target, said Captain 
:Nonn Hamelin. 
: "We needed $45,000 to 
: be at the bare minimum but 
i I budgeted for $60,000 and 
• we got it," said Hamelin. 
• "We'll be able to run our 
family services (program) 
: for the next year." 
• In addition to God, 
!Hamelin attributed the sue- 
.cess of the Decenlber drive 
:to a COlmnunity spirit which 
icame from all quarters. 
: " I t  didn't conic from any 
:one place. It was spread 
~ throughout the '  eom- 
:munity," he said. 
- Private donatious totalled 
i$14,000, corporate dona. 
• tions $26,000 a]ld kettles 
-added $18,000, Hamelin 
noted. 
,~ "Students at Clarence 
:Michiel, for instauee, had a 
fundraiser and raised $1,250 
• and, from B.C. Tel we got 
,: $5,000, which was the big- 
:gest siugle donation. That 
oue really gave us a boost," 
, he said. 
," The donations helped 
,meet a demand for more 
i than 550 Christmas 
:hampers, 100 more thau the DONATIONS OF money and food helped the Salva- ordinator Christine Simmons with a list of what went 
: year previous, ties Army meet requests for more than $50 Christ- into each hamper. They also included toys for chil- 
: Hamelin said hamper mas food hampers. That's Army family services co- dren. The goal for December was $60,000. 
;organizers speut several . . . . .  : .  : 
."days aftertheofficialdJs- Food bank gets ready tribution period in makiug were received by the dead-~' 
,up additional ones for line date but that 110 more 
.'people. were put together for those CHRISTMAS DONATIONS of food and it's a big shopping list and we're grateful 
, The Army encountered who missed registering, money mean the Terrace Churches Food for the community support," she said. 
-~, new kinds of recipients this One sign of leau economic • Bank is well equipped to handle its next The food bank is run by area churches 
:year, including those caught times was the.low number distribution period of Jan. 11-14, says and operates one week a month during the 
: iu betwceu employment in- of  people who registered but' organizer Kathy Miller. late fall and winter with the .exception of 
surance aud social as- did not pick up hampers, he "People were very generous through the December as that's when the Salvation 
." sistance, said. mouth of December. We had a lot of corn- Army does its Christmas hamper program. 
, "Some people didn't have "Only eight people didn't munity support," said Miller. The Jan. 11 date is for people with last 
;euongh hours for employ- pick up hampers. That was • "The Nisga'a Tribal Council, for in- names from A- H, Jan. 12 is for those with 
:ment iusurance and were way less than in previous, stance, was generous and ~ve had a big last uames from I-R, Jan. 13 is for S-Z and 
,waiting for social as- years," Simmons added, donation from the Legion," added Miller. Jau. 14 is for those who missed the first 
: sistance," said Hamelin . . . . . . . .  Approximately . . . .  30 Another . . . .  ~ntributor was Shames,, three days. 
' "This year we w'dfe* x;oiunteers assisted ill p Mountainwh!c h .bad a free-skiday while .... Distribution'takes place from the, hall at 
~ seeingmore of  the working ~ p afii~g the.~hatnpei~; encouraging sk ie rs  . . . . . . . .  to bring a non:  4634 Walsh ahd peopld iire'~isk6dtobrilig':' 
, poor who are just finding it 
, economically difficult," he 
* said. 
, Christine Simmons, the 
Army's family services co- 
ordinator in Terrace, said 
450- hamper applieatious 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATTENTION TOAN ERROR 
IN OUR CURRENT 
"BOXING WEEK BLOW OUT' FLYER 
Page 6 - Black & Decker 2.Lb 
Breadmaker, 4,3-0825.6. The flyer 
slates there is a maiHn rebate on this 
product. This is incorrect. There is no 
mail.in rebate offer. 
WE SINCERELY REGRETANY 
INCONVENIENCE WE MAY 
HAVE CAUSED YOU. 
chore d352- NI Z00~ 
The Army also did well ill 
collecting food and Hamelin 
estimates it has enough to 
help people with emergency 
shortages, well into late 
spring before having to dip 
into its cash reserves. 
perishable item. . . . . . .  ideiififi~ation for themselves and for their 
The food bank is gearing up to prepare dependenls. .- 
600 bags of food for distribution this Contributions to the food bank are wel- 
mouth, au increase overlastyear, come by mail to The Terrace Churches 
Miller estimates the 600 bags will be used Food Bank, c/o 4012 Anderson St., T,er- 
by 1,200 people, race, B.C. V8G 2T2. They can also be 
"When you thh~k about what we need, made through local churches. 
OF TERRACE 
SCHOOL OF' PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT & MODEUJNG 
Bella Hepburn, School Director 
Watch for February 4th Opening 
Tel 638"8484 for information 
Terrace & District Community Services Sock  
-INTERCONNECT- 
Program Manager - Roger Lederc 
Accredited Post Secondary Training Institution with the 
Province of B.C. 
The main function is to support employment-disadvantaged peo- 
ple in Terrace by training them to find and maintain employment. 
For further information regarding this program 
Phone: 635-7995 Or Fax: 635-1516 \ 
Terrace & District Community Services Society 
-SKEENA FAMILY RESOURCES- 
Program Manager- Eileen Howells 
SPECIAL SERVICES TO CHILDREN 
CORR HOMES PROGRAM MOTHER'S TIME OFF 
YOUTH GROUP ITINERANT SUPPORT WORKER 
RECONNECT LAKELSE JR. HIGH 
ADOLESCENT HEALTH PROGRAM SUPERVISED ACCESS PROGRAM 
For further information regarding these programs 
Phone: 635-7087 Or Fax: 635-7095 
. r.L 
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News In Brief 
No thank you 
UNIONIZED WORKERS at Skeena Broadcasters have 
tunted down a proposal which would have seen some 
of them go on a work shariug program supplemented' 
by employment insurauce. 
The proposal would have affected the radio/television 
station's Terrace newsroom and people in its clieut ser- 
vices departutent by cutting the work week to four days 
and oue day on employment il~surance. 
Bet Commtmication, Energy and Paperworkers union 
official Art Simmonds aid it's not couvinced the com- 
pany is iu any economic hardship. 
"Our view is that lhe company is profitable, maybe 
not as profitable as previous years, but it is profitable," 
said Simmouds. "We see uo ueed to take advantage of 
taxpayer dollars." 
Simmonds aid staffing levels are dangerously ove as 
it is and the company is haviug trouble meeting its 
broadcasting commitments. 
Slight licence drop 
THERE WAS ;, four per cent drop in the number of 
business liceuces old by the city last year. 
Statistics provided indicate there were 1,291 to start 
off Jauuary 1998, dropping to 1240 at year's end. That 
made for 51 fewer lieeuces overall. 
Those statistics also show 200 licences lapsed but 
that 126 new ones were issued and lhere were 23 
renewals. 
The number of licenees dropped the most in the early 
part of 1998,'with asnmll recovery beginning in June. 
At the peak of the drop, at the end of April, there 
were 85 fewer activte licences thau existed at the start 
of the year. 
Building values way off 
THE DOLLAR vahle of buihling permits barely 
cracked the $8 million mark in 1998, making the year 
one of the smallest in receut ilnes. 
By contparison, 1997 featured $21 million in permit 
values while 1996 clocked out at $25.8 nlilllou. 
One of the biggest affected areas was residential con- 
atruetion with just 23 permits issued for a value of 
$3.237 milliou. 
There was uot a lot of conuuercial or iudustrial ac- 
tivity either with $1 million in commercial reuovatious 
recorded and $1.473 luillion for ttew industrial build. 
lngs. 
Calling all quitters 
THE B.C. LUNG Association has a free Quit Tips 
booklet for people who made a New Year's resolutiolt 
to butt out. 
Call 1-800-665-5864, toll-free, to order oue or try the 
association's website at www.be,lung.calquiltlps, httnl 
Murder trial date set 
A ROSEDALE, B.C. man will face murder charges iu 
a courtroom here on Juue 7, 1999 for the murder of 
•Daniel Fagan. 
Wilfred Kilgren allegedly shot Faga,, who was 34 
when he died, on the Copper River Forestry Road on 
Aug. 14, 1997. 
Kilgren faces two charges of second degree murder. 
He has been in custody since he was arrested on Sept. 
4, 1997 iu Roekglen, Saskatchewau. 
STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT THE PRICE OF NATURAL GAS 
THE PRICE OF NATURAL GAS IS INCREASING ACROSS NORTH AMERICA 
How •re Natural Gas Rates Determinedl 
Natural gas rales consist of a delivery charge and a gas commodity charge. 
The delivery charge is the fee for delivering natural gas to the customer 
through the PNG dt~ribution system. The commodity charge is what PNG 
pays (or natural gas. 
As with other commodities, natural gas prices are set by marke~ conditions, 
no( by the local distribution company.' The cost of gas that has been 
negotiated wilh producers is passed through directly to customers without 
mark-up. When market prices increase, the utility pays more for 8as and as a 
result the consumer pays more. When prices are lower the utility pays less 
and the consumer pays less. Natural gas rates are approved by the British 
Columbia Utilities Commission. 
Key Factor~ Affe(floE the Commodity Price el Natural Gas in BC 
Over the past year, several key economic and business factors have had an 
impact on PNG and other natural gas utilities throughout North America. The 
major impact is that gas commodity prices are rising and will result in higher 
natural gas tales. The following market fundamentals are contributing to 
higher gas commodity prices: 
I Total Annual Energy Comparison Based on 132 GJ Residential I 
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• Demand growth has been an Important (actor. Continent wide 
supply and demand dynamics affecl prices that all Noah 
American consumers pay. While BC's economic growth is 
slowing, demand for natural gas still remains relatively strong 
• .within the province, and remains strong in many parts of the 
robust US economy. This strong gas demand has placed upward 
pressure on prices. 
• Supply of nalural gas has lightened across North America. New 
gas wells in some producing regions have not produced to the 
exlent expecled and weak oil prices have caused many energy 
companies to cut back on the number of wells drilled this year. 
• Weather also plays an important (actor. Last year we had a 
warmer than normal winler and this helped to keep last year's 
winter commodity prices low. 
• The price of nalural 8as exports is increasing as Canadian 
producers benefit iron] operating within a continental gas markeL 
The price gap between Canadian based and US based natural gas 
has tightened as more capacity for natural gas expons is put in 
place this winter. 
HOW THESE FACTORS WILL AFFECT ANNUAL 
NATURAL GAS COSTS IN  1999. 
Impact on Residential nd Small Commercial Customers 
The residential and small commercial rates wll increase by 
approximately 8%, About 6% of the increase is directly attributed to 
increased natural gas prices and 2% is a result of increased costs of 
operation. 
HISTORY IS ON THE SI DE OF NATURAL GAS Historical Comparison 
If you've been thinking about switching to natural gas to save money, but 
don't know what the future holds for natural gas prices, consider this: 
• Over the last 17 years, prices for nalural gas have been considerably 
lower than electricity, oil and propane; 
• Even wilh Ihe 1999 price increases, natural gas still remains more 
economical for household heating than olher fuel sources; 
• Though it is impossible to predict future prices, the past performance of 
natural 8as and other energy prices suE~ests that it is reasonable to 
anticipate asimilar price gap in the foreseeable future. 
Natural gas prices are now determined by market forces because natural gas 
is a commodity that is traded in the same way as other commodities such as 
canola or coffee. 
As the market price of natural gas changeS, PNG may approach the British 
Columbla Utilities Commission (BCUC') for natural gas rates to change. 
.When the cost of natural gas increases, rate increases may be requested. 
When the price of natural gas decreases, there is an opporlunay for natural 
8as rates to decrease. In facl there were fate decreases in 1994, 1996 and 
1998 for n;~ost customers. 
As the pdce comparison chart shows, throughout he past 17 years, natural 
8as has been the most economical choice and, though Ihese are no 
certainties in the cummodities market, It is expecledto remain the most 
economical choice well into the future. 
(Residential Annual Costs) 1999 Cost 
20(X) ,.. 
" S1 ,~ 
011 
t~  
S1,471 
8OO I $1.025 
COOL_.._...._.,_= = - /  
1~ iNS 1N7 1~ IN1 1~ le~ tH7 19911 
Annual costs are based on 132 GJ and include GST. 
Heating efficiencies for Pr, opane, Natural Gas and Oil are 65%. 
Heating efficiency for Electricity is 100"/,. 
Cocnpe(itive Fuel Prices Based on: 36.0 ct/I Propane 
49,3 ~ 011 
5.77 cVkWh Electricity 
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All for one 
PEOPLE LIVING outside of the lower mainland 
have known this for years ~ there are two Brit- 
ish Columbias. But now it's official, according 
to provincial government s atisticians. 
, Population figures released last week show an 
alarming amount of people are crossing the 
Rockies for the more vibrant economies of the 
Prairies. If not for international immigration, 
there would have been a net population loss in 
B.C. 
And this is where the reality of the two British 
Columbias comes into play. Most of the popula- 
'. tion loss comes from the regions where resource 
q industries have collectively taken massive hits, 
'forcing people to move out. To be sure, there has 
been economic diversification in the regions 
since the last economic downturn of the early 
1980s but not to the point where new economies 
can replace the loss of primary resource jobs. 
The lower mainland isn't so much affected asit 
is the prime target for immigrants so they tend to 
balance off any bad economic factors there. As 
well, industries such as movies, television 
shows, high tech and tourism, which are 
removed from the up-down cycle of resource x- 
traction, have become major players in the lower 
mainland. 
Years from now, with the luxury of time 
passed, a reasoned analysis may well point to the 
last years of the 20th century as the end of the 
old logging and mining British Columbia and the 
beginning of a new one. 
Yet the reality of today provides little comfort 
for those who are victim to massive economic 
shifts over which they have no control. If we are 
to become leaner, then so be it. But at the same 
time we cannot become~ meaner. For to do that 
would deny the essential element of community 
which, wi l l  enable us. to ~, sutwive. •and to o;ver~ 
come.  ': .... i ~, ~; ,  
Best wishes 
ONE OF the more popular sections of The Ter- 
race Standard is its letters to the editor section. 
We're particularly blessed with readers who reg- 
ularly and strongly give their opinions and com- 
ments on any number of topics weekly through 
the mail, by fax, by hand delivery and by e-mail. 
: People curious about the pulse of the cam: 
munity have only ~ to read what other readers 
write in order to find out what is going on. 
Politicians, community and business leaders are 
remiss in their duties if they do not regularly 
read letters to the editor as ttiey.offer a very real 
indication of what is on the mind 0f.residents. 
One of the challenges is to print as many letters 
as we can. Available space often works against 
newspapers as there never seems to be enough to 
give full value to letter writers. Yet we ap- 
preciate those letters as part of our job of letting 
the community know what people think. 
So to those who have written us in the past, we 
wish you the best in 1999. And to those who will 
write us over the next year, we look forward to 
your contributions. 
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COU 'T IHEY JUST HAVE 
IMI? AC Eb HIS PEIqI$ ?., 
Greenpeace chases money 
.. VICTORIA - -  Just when I 
thought I had heard and seen it 
all, I find out that Greenpeace 
and MacMillan Bloedel, along 
with a Native band, are going 
into the logging business in 
Clayoquot Sound, of all places. 
Clayoquot Sound, you will 
recall, was the battle ground a 
few summers ago, between the 
environmentalists and forestry 
giant MacUle. Hundreds of 
people were arrested. Many 
were thrown in jail. 
But it seems that the two for- 
mer adversaries have kissed 
and made up. 
The plan is to log parts of 
Clayoquot Sound selectively, 
very selectively, according to 
Greeupeace. Never mind that 
special harvesting require'- 
meuts for MaeBlo's operations 
in Clayoquot Sound were in 
place before. But that didn't 
stop Grcenpeace and other en- 
::, dr0nme~ta!,hit,.squ~s from 
:! ~i .~atiii[fthe!'Shb~db"~L 
Now, a reasonable person 
might see this new partnership 
of former enemies as a good 
thing. Co-operation beats con- 
frontation any time, right? It 
does, as long as neither of the 
partners have a hidden agenda. 
And I believe that's precisely 
the case with Greenpeace. 
I might even have believed 
that Greeapeace has suddenly 
realized it's O.K. to cut down 
the odd tree, if it hadn't beea 
| l i o ]  l'l I I | 111~1:1 "~ I I..,I I 
HUBERT BEYER 
for another one of the environ- 
mental organization's major 
offensives against British 
Columbia in the U.S. 
The same week the ex- 
traordinary partnership to log 
with love was announced, 
It should me mentioned that 
the firms subscribing to the no- 
old-growth-lumber dict such 
as cosmetics mannfacturer 
Estee Lauder aren't exactly 
using a lot of timber. 
The ad is very effective be- 
cause of its common-sense and 
reasonableness. 
You're led to believe that 
Greenpeace will have no fur- 
ther demands if logging in old- 
growth forests is stopped. 
Well, that isn,t the Green. 
peace I have come to katow. 
Nothing will ever make Green- 
peace happy. The battle be- 
tween Greenpeace and. British 
Columbia's forest companies 
has been the international en- 
vironmental organization's 
biggest cash cow. And they're 
not about o put that cow out to 
pasture. 
going, Greenpeace can honest- 
ly say they're all for logging. 
Why, they eveu do it them- 
selves. 
It's an ingenious plan and it 
will probably work like a 
charm. Even Premier Glen 
Clark will have to think twice 
before again calling Green- 
peace and enemy of British 
Columbia. 
I 'm not the only one who has 
misgivings about the partner- 
ship. 
Significantly, the Friends of 
Clayoquot Sound, an environ- 
meutal group whose concen~s 
and interests aren't global as  
those of Greenpeaee, aren't 
buying into the deal. 
Publicly, the group says it's 
concerned and will keep a 
dose watch on the operation. 
Privately, some members have 
Greenpeace, along with several Last summer, I visited told me they're horrified and 
• other environmental ~rouns, Germany for a week.r,I ~as. .~el ieve Greenpeace has sold ', 
. . . . . . . . . . .  , :~- .  , .  ~ , , .  , , , , : : , .~ ,~,~ . ' - , : : ,~ : 'n  :~ .~, :~ '~: i - f~ ,~ .~'~,Cg..~,~,~;;~....;~,,~'S,,:~,~:..:~.~:,,~i, . : . , .  . . ,~ 
,bou ht a ,full- a e ad. in, the am;azefl at tkcxevcn¢;~ ;.;ko,,.u.1;:t~ tli,~ enem~ ............. '~ ....... :, ' g -'P g ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  X "Z" .......... ..... "'" . . . . . . . . . . . .  "" "~"" 
• New ~ork Times. deervin- low- Oreenpeace is.held;:'IT~ig*~ilgr:i~; d:Wrll,~bffi Where the F r ie l ids . ,  
ging in old-growth forests amazed at the m~gconCephoiis of ClaYoquot Sound stand, the 
aloug B.C.'s coast, in the public's mind about deal may well be a sell-out. 
The ad lists 27 major U.S. 
companies that are doing 
without old-growth forest pro- 
ducts and seven others that 
have not made such a commit- 
ment. 
The aim of the ad is, of 
course, to create consumer 
pressure on companies that 
comply with Greeupeace's 
demands. 
British Columbia forest prac- 
tices. I wonder who planted 
them there. 
So why would Greenpeace 
want to go into the logging 
business with MacMillan 
Bloedel? I believe the answer 
is very simple: to be able to 
prove that the organization 
isn't against logging at all. 
Once the ..o'peration gels 
But then, an international orga: 
uization has different needs 
than a small band of concemed 
citizens. A11d the need to keep 
money flowing into the coffers 
may just bc greater than the 
need to be priucipled. 
Beyer can be reached at:" 
Tel: (250) 920-9300; Fax: 
(250) 356.9597; E-mail: 
huberl@coolcom.com 
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A womb's work is overdone 
AS IF the world isn't well 
populated already, women 
routinely treated for infertility 
are rivaling Mme. Dionne, 
giving birth to as many as 
eight babies in a single preg- 
nancy. 
Do fertility doctors think 
they're in animal husbandry, 
treating rabbits? 
Fertility doctors take the 
Bible too literally. Go forth 
and multiply doesn't mean 
every female should hatch a 
clutch. Doctors need to divide 
their efforts between adding 
and multililying to achieve a 
healthier balance. Barren 
women who yearn to give birth 
don't wish to end up living in a 
shoe. 
Or is GST at the bottom of 
this chcaper-by-the-dozeu 
treud? Six babies at once cost 
less than one, like buying muf- 
fins or doughuuts? 
That wide-eyed grin a 
mother displays for the media 
is most likely a combinatiou of 
: P ' / :  
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CLAUDETrE SANDECKI 
to feed a tour bus crowd? 
Parents have no time to coo, 
coax, or chuck the wee ones 
under the chin. And the kids 
will forgo the one-to-one atten- 
tion youngsters thrive on; 
they'll do like the youngest girl 
in a family of eleven who, late 
one night, crept out of bed aud 
• padded into the living room to 
climb in to her mother's lap. 
"Because you never have time 
to talk to me during the day," 
she said, pouting. 
Now that's sad, to have to 
queue for a cuddle with Mom. 
Economists estimate raising 
one average, normal child to 
age 18 costs a family 
$180,000. An underdeveloped 
premature baby costs about 
that in specialized medical care 
per week. For months, 
Few of these multiple birth 
babies have millionaire fathers. 
The family will be dependent 
upon social assistance, corpo- 
rate douations, and the good- 
will of friends, neighbours, and 
relatives. God may provide, all 
right, but He's apt to expect 
hard work from Morn and Dad 
as a show of good faith. 
In Ontario, so much of the 
province's health care dollars 
and medical facilities are being 
claimed by premature babies 
that mothers having difficulty 
with single births are being 
flown about the province like 
Mary and Joseph in search of a 
hospital with a bed to take 
them in. 
Most fertility-assisted multi- 
ple birth babies need 
prolonged, expensive medical 
shock aud gas, plus the cold care to survive until they " 
realization she's cloned a achieve normal birth weight. " 
baseball team. I f  fertility doctors rationed " 
At bathtimes, mealtimes, and the number of embryos they '" 
diaper-changing sessions, the implant o a realistic count we 
conunotion and din will ira- wouldn't banknlpt our health " 
Rate Grey Cup half time. care system staffing and outfit- 
Where's the joy in lining up ting neonatal hospital units .. 
six babies and feeding them with pricey medical experts ., 
with the tender attention of a and high tech equipment to do 
harried short order cook slap- a womb's work. - 
ping together BLT sandwiches 
i 
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July 
TWO KINCOLITH natives went ahead with a court 
challenge to the Nisga'a treaty. 
A KITIMAT man's wife died at the Kttimat air- 
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park after ambulance dispatchers based in Kam- Nisga'a treaty. Campbell also threatened to go to 
loops sent the ambulance to the KItimat-Terrace court to force a refereudum. 
airport by mistake. . . . .  
THE PROVINCE backed off plans to close more 
than half of the forest service's 1,400 forest recrea- 
tion sites. 
ANGRY SPORTS fishermen said federal officials 
were cutting off fishing here earlier than what's 
rea!ly necessary to protect eudangered coho. They 
said restrictions ou sport fishing were nrore about 
appeasing the commercial fleet. 
LOMAK truck drivers were on strike ill support of 
laid-off drivers in Prince George. Represented by 
the Teamsters, the drivers said Lomak was steering 
all its business to a subsidiary organized by the 
lower-paid Christian Labour Associatiou of Cana- 
da .  
REFORM MP Mike Scott once again turned down 
a chance at a $1 million pensiou after the Liberals 
adjusted the rules ou MP's pensions. 
GIANT forest fires burning near Telegraph Creek 
led about 40 residents to flee the haze-shrouded 
towu. 
i NATIVE COMMERCIAL fishermen staged a rally 
in the park, vowing to resist drastic fishing restric' 
tions imposed by the DFO. 
AN EFFICIENCY team identified $2.3 million 
worth of potential saviugs for the school board to 
consider. The team's report also criticized ixffight- 
ing within the district, using tenus like "dysfunc- 
tioual conditions" attd "siege-like meutality" to 
describe conditions. 
MUSHROOM PICKERS and buyers such as 
Tony Charlton were out about for the annual 
late summer/early fall harvesting season. 
TSIMSHIAN NATIVES said they want a chunk of 
the Skeena recreational sport fishery as part of their 
treaty settlement. 
SALMON FISHING talks with Alaska collapsed 
once again aud lodge owners here expressed frus- 
tration that fishing would be restricted here while 
the Alaskans continue to intercept Skeena- aud 
Nass-bound stocks. 
THE PROVINCE abandoned efforts to force social 
service agencies to merge together to cut costs. 
TERRACE's needle exchange needs to be in a 
more addict-friendly Ideation, said staff members 
• who run the program at the SkeenaHealth Unit. 
WAY MORE people are moving out of town than 
coming in, said local moving comI~anies. While 
construction stats ill town were way down, some 
analysts aid the economy wasn't really as bad as 
local people thought. 
SCHOOL TRUSTEES ended months of haggling 
and slashed $1.45 million worth of mdsic programs, 
supplies and administration in an attempt to balance 
the school district's budget. 
WEST FRASER Timber lost money ill the second 
quarter for the first time ever, and said money 
losses in fills area were the biggest factor in the 
poor perfonuauce. 
STATS showed Terrace is now far li~'ss dependent 
on the forest industry than it was back ill the early 
1980s, whexl it last suffered arecession. 
JOHN BACKHOUSE, the former mayor of Prince 
George, was uamed fforthern 'development com- 
missioner, 
THE NISGA'A TREATY was completed after 22 
years of negotiations. Provisions included the 
widely-expected $190 million, 1,930 square kilo- 
metres of land, self government, resource control, 
and guaranteed shares of Nass valley fish and wild- 
life. A final deal closer was the province's pledge 
to pave the N'isga'a Highwayall the way to Green- 
ville at an estimated cost of $40 million. 
A $2.3 million lmblie relations campaign geared up 
to start selling the treaty. By year's end, the 
campaign had also covered the ceremonial travel to 
Vancouver of 100 Nisga'a, and the total cost 
reached $6.8 million, 
PAC RIM LNG halted plans to build a $1.1 billion would be competition for far fewer licenses. 
liquid natural gas plaut in Kitimat, citing the Asian 
downturn. MLA Hehnut Giesbrecht rejected accusations that 
his supporters did anything wrong in defending him 
SKEENA MP MIKE SCOTT, B.C. Liberal leader in the recall campaign of a year ago. Elections B.C. 
Gordon Campbell and Reform president Bill named forensic investigator Ron Parks to look into' 
Vander Zahn callled for a referendum on the the allegations, 
A CHOKING five-week-old baby girl and her 
parents waited eight minutes while a misdirected 
ambulance sat lost July 3. 
A RUSH of new drivers lined up to get driver's 
licences and beat new more complex regulations. 
October 
DAVID BLACK, owner of nmuerous weekly and 
daily newspapers in the province, including The 
Terrace Standard, announces that editorials in his 
newspapers will oppose the Nisga'a treaty. Black 
found himself refuting confusion that his order 
prohibited all pro-treaty commentary, and pub- 
lished colmnns ou the treaty by all major B.C. polti- 
cal leaders, August 
NISGA'A leaders, proviucial and federal officials 
initialled the just-completed Nisga'a treaty that 
promised the Nisga'a 2,000 square kilometres of 
land, $190 million, self-government, resource con- 
trol and fishing and hunting rights. 
BUSINESSES reported fewer tourists here this year 
and attributed the change to restrictions in the 
sportfishing htdustry. 
AN AMBULANCE called to aid a choking baby 
was sent in the wrong direction because of a map- 
reading error and because local flrefighters weren't 
notified, said B.C. ambulance s rvice officials. 
B.C. TEL faced charges in cotmection with a 4,000- 
litre spill of diesel fuel near Meziadin Lake in 1997. 
THE RETIREMENT package for retiring schools 
superintendeut Frank Hamilton cost $220,000. 
CANADIAN AIRLINES pulled Boeing 737 jets off 
the Terrace run, replacing the bigger jets with the 
smaller Fokker F-28 jet. 
CENTRAL MOUNTAIN Air pulled out of Terrace 
and other northern airports in a second major 
change to regional air service. 
SKEENA CELLULOSE said its planned $170 mil- 
lion modernization of the Prince Rupert pulp mill 
was on hold until pulp prices rise. 
A SERIES of uatural gas leaks resulted after ex- 
cavating machinery dug up gas liues. An ixwestiga- 
tion was launched. 
THE CITY unveiled a conceptual design for a mul- 
tiplex that woald hlclude a second arena, double 
gymnasium, drama theatre and a raug6 of other 
components for an estimated $11.5 million. 
WEST FRASER lays off 15 management workers 
to save about $1 million to offset poor market con- 
ditions, high logging costs and low tree prices. 
LOCAL JULIANNA White wins her court case 
against Constable Tom Kalis, after the RCMP of_ 
ricer gave her a $100-ticket for honking her car 
horn at him. She won because the officer net~ded at
least two complaints of  the noise to be able to issue 
a ticket. 
HUNTERS ARE asked to register their guns by 
Dec. 31, 2002. Possessiou of all unregistered gun 
will be a criminal offence by J'an 1,'2003. 
FISHERIES RENEWAL B.C. gives $500,000 to 
restore sahnon-growing streams in the Skeena and 
Kitsmnkalum watersheds. 
SCHOOL BOARD chairman Roger Leclere 
resigned and both he and Gary Turner took them- 
selves out of oagoiug budget deliberations after ac- 
cusations of conflict of interest because their wives 
work for the school district. 
NISGA'A PEOPLE vote to send agreement to a 
referendum. The vote in Greenville CLakalzap) 
ended with 481 of those present in favour of a 
referendum and 60 opposed. 
LOCAL NURSES SAY they're being overworked 
and underpaid atrd prepare for job action. 
CITY OFFICIALS remained at odds with Farmer's 
Market organizers, saying the present site would 
not be wise use of the land,as a long-term location. 
The city wanted the'Imarket:to"look at potential 
other sites. 
BIOLOGISTS suspected warm ocean water might 
be the cause of the lower nmnbers and poorer quali- 
ty of retuirning pink, coho and sockeye salmon. 
TERRACE MAYOR Jack Talstra came out in sup- 
port of the Nisga'a treaty and against a referendum 
on it. He criticized southern politicians for playing 
politics with the treaty, which he said was too im- 
portant to be used in such a way. 
MOST city councillors joined the mayor in support- 
ing the Nisga'a treaty. Two.thirds of councillors 
also said they oppose a referendum on the deal. 
PINE MUSHROOMS and depots were popping up, 
but prices were expected to be low because of the 
recession in Japan and Asian economic risis. 
September 
SHEENA SAWMILL workers say yes to a federal 
work-sharing program for 26 weeks that would give 
the company's 150 unionized workers smaller pay 
cheques but would avert layoffs. 
SKEENA CELLULOSE stops logging for three 
weeks blaming poor market conditions and high op- 
erational costs. 
BUSY PHONE LINES meant people trying to call 
ambulances couldu't get through. The phone sys- 
tem overload was the result of cheap flat-rate long- 
distance calling plans introduced by B.C. Tel and 
other phone companies. Network improvemeuts in 
later weeks eased the problem. 
FORMER CO-OP bakers John Wiebenga and 
Markus Klein open Cookie Jar Bakery Sept. 3. 
LOCAL STACEY Kennedy, 28, saves ueighbor 
Peter Ruygrok, 76, from a Holstein bull that was at- 
tacking him. 
FARMERS' MARKET veudors haggle with the 
city over a new location for the market. City offi- 
cials say the current market site is prime real estate 
and is being underutilized. Vendors don't want to 
move. 
THE PROVINCE and federal govermnent begins 
formal talks with the Gitxsan, aimed at self- 
government aud resource and land comanagement 
rather than a treaty, 
CONSERVATION OFFICERS shoot more bears 
(46 were killed in Terrace by conservation officers, 
RCMP and residents) instead of relocating them 
due to budget cuts, 
LOCAL BIOLOGIST, Dionys De Leeuw writes a 
controversial report that says etwironmentalists 
should be allowed to join the lottery system of 
hunting rights. He says the government should sell 
two types of tags; kill tags for hunters and protector 
tags for those who oppose hunting. That way, there 
I 
FEARS THAT the city wanted the farmers. 
market to vacate its traditional spot across- 
Park from Lower Uttle Park caused market, 
organizer Lynne Christiansen and others to cir- 
culate a petition opposing any such attempt. 
December 
LINDA GERALDINE LeFranc is found Stabbed 
todeath in her Braun St. towahouse. RCMP have 
yet to arrest anyone. 
COUNCIL OF FOREST INDUSTRIES recom- 
mends that NDP government cuts taxes/red tape 
and costs to save ailing forest industry. 
MILLS MEMORIAL hospital is far from balancing 
its budget by March 99. It's sliding deeper into debt 
with a $90,000 deficit. The health ministry refuses 
to give the hospital more money, saying it still isn't 
doing all it can to cut costs and maintain services. 
A NEW SKEENA school, serving Grades ° 8-10 
could be in construction works by smmiaer. Con- 
struction of a new elementary school on the beuch 
could begin by summer, too. 
TERRACE'S first official skatepark will be built 
beside the arena next summer costiug $225,000. 
The money for the park has been mostly donated or 
is being raised by the Terrace Youth Action 
Society. 
TERRACE RCMP are short-staffed s~ officers due 
to federal budget constraints despite the fact the N ove rn be r . . . . .  fcds.are giving the RCMP E division ill B.C. (major 
NISGA'A PEOPLE vote 61 per cent in favour of 
accepting the land claims treaty initialled in August 
with the federal and provincial govermnents. 
BCTV tours Northwest and does a live show at 
Heritage Park. 
COAST MOUNTAIN school district 82 gets 
$178,000 from Ministry of Education for a drop in 
enrolhnent. The district has to cut almost $1 million 
to balance its deficit budget. 
UNITE THE RIGHT. rally at R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
attracts 600 people who attack the Clark govern- 
ment and urge Liberals and Reformers to join to- 
gether. 
PHASE ONE of the sahnon license retirement pro- 
gram ended Nov. 30. Fishermen wait to hear about 
how next year's closures will affect hem. 
B.C. PARKS will increasingly have to pay for 
themselves, aid consultants who predicted user 
fees, the selling of firewood, a lottery and land'de- 
velopmeut could make parks more sustainable. 
CITY OFFICIALS said everything from liquor 
sales to food would be considered to help fluance 
the plaxmed $11.4 million multiplex. 
SCI TRIES to find ways to hush the noisy chipper 
in its log yard. Residents complaiu that the chipper 
keeps them awake at night. Hay bales and logs are 
stacked betweeu the chipper and the highway to 
muffle the noise. The company pledges to try other 
measures to further educe the noise. 
crimes division) a one-time $10 million grant to 
cover a budget deficit. 
NISGA'A LEADERS are trying to create the 
framework so that non-Nisga'a residents of the 
Nasa call become Nisga'a citizens, giving them the 
right to participate iugovermnent and eleetioffs. 
THE SALVATION Army gave out a record nmn- 
bur of Christmas food hampem 0nore than 550) this 
seasou, which is about 100 more than last year. 
CITY COUNCIL is allowing the fanners' market o 
stay where it is on Davis Ave. for at least a couple 
o( years - -  as long as market vendors form a regis- 
tered society. That way the city can deal with a 
legal entity attd ensure proper insurance is in place 
to protect the city from liability. 
FEDERAL WORKSHARING for 136 mill workers 
at West Fraser could be extended until mid-June. 
General manager Lou Poulin wants to wait for Iron- 
bur market prices to streugthen. The program was 
schi~du!ed torun out March 20. 
THE HEALTH MINISTRY says Terrace is the 
logical site for the region's two orthopedic 
surgeons, instead of Kitimat and Prince Rupert. 
Both orthopedic surgeon positions are now vacant. 
COUNCILLOR David Hull says the City of Ter- 
race must take an official position on the Nisga'a 
treaty. 
DESPITE extremely tight regulations to protect 
endangered coho stocks, salmon returns to the 
Skeena River in 1998 were only slightly improved 
and generally far below long-term averages. 
NOVEMBER 19 saw a healthy crowd file Into the R,E.M, Lee Theatre for a 'Unite the ~ght' 
rally under the theme of 'Have You Had Enough?' That's rally organizer Steve Cook with a 
stgn publicizing the event. The rally was responsible, in i~aff, foi" local provincial Reformers to 
contemplate a coaUtlon with Uberals"to put forward a joint candidate for the next provincial 
election. 
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HEAD OUT ON "r i le  HIGHWAY: Highway 16 took centre stage in August for the Riverboat Days 
Drag Races, This year's competitors faced speed restrictions but still drew record crowds. 
July October 
TWO YOUTH Soccer teams went south to Rich- 
mend to attend the 1998 Challenge Cup. The under 
12 boys beat Neehaeko Lake 3-1, Bulkley Valley 1- 
0 and Kitimat 5-0 at the Northern Interior 
Playdowns and the under 13 boys beat Williams 
Lake 6-2, Kitimat 8-0 and Quesnel 5-0. 
THE SKEENA Valley Golf Club hosted the 12- 
hole Texas Scramble for Multiple Sclerosis. 
COPPER Mountains residents witnessed 17 bikers 
trek up the mountain in the Copper Mouutain Hill 
Bike Climb. 
TERRACE athletes flew south to participate in the 
B.C. Summer Games. Local athletes competed in 
eight events including track and field. 
EMILY ARNDT and J.J. Duben were asked to try 
out for provincial soccer teams this spring after im- 
pressive performances at the B.C. Summer Games. 
August 
MORE MUD, more mud, the Terrace Speedveay's 
ammal season ender demolition derby and bag race 
garnered tons of spectators with Dusty Koiler driv- 
ing the beast. 
YOUTH soccer wound down after a great season 
with teams from Ikon, Overwaitea nd Shoppers 
whining top spots iu their age groups. 
HIGH SCHOOL volleyball, soccer, and track teams 
from Skeena Junior and Caledonia senior started off 
their school years in tough tournaments here and in 
New Alyansh. 
WINNERS of the Skeena Valley Runners club 
eighteenth almual half marathon run at the college 
were Ray Leonard, Dave Cater and Chris Stecnhof. 
The top woman across the line was Danielle 
Thompson who placed tenth overall. 
November 
RICHARD HARRISON won Terrace's King of the 
Mountain Run during Riverboat Days. Danielle 
Thompson,was.the.first.woman across,.the line . . . . . . . . . . . .  with first prize, at $1.,500,. ,:' . . . . . . . . . .  
I)RAG p~cEs ,  temds, a senior's mile, softball and 
soccer packed a hectic Riverboat days weekend, 
TERRACE'S' CURLING Club held their Cash 
Eonspiel Nov. 13-15. Sixteen teams from Terrace, 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert and Smithers took part. The 
Gord,Judzeutis rink from Smithers walked away. 
POWER WEIGHTLIFTER .Emie Milhmmnens 
squared 551 pounds at the Canadian Poweflifting 
Championships in Alberta .to tie the" Canadian 
record. 
PETER KRAUSE, James Smids and Mike Chris- 
tiansen came in first, second and third in the 100- 
mile century bike race from Prince Rupert to Ter- 
race. 
SENIORS swepi swimming and track event at the 
B.C. Senior Games in Port Albemi. 
WAY TO GO: Emily Arndt was one of two Ter- 
race soccer players to qualify for the provincial 
tnjouts after they caught the attention of scouts 
at the B.C. Summer Games. 
September 
THE POOL closed for $400,000 in renovatiom in 
August and September much to the chagrin of 
enthusiastic Blueback swimmers who couldn't wait 
to get in the water. 
LOGGERS sports took over the Thornhill Com- 
munity grounds with Brad Lauglin taking over top 
spot at 28 points. / 
r 
GORDON RUSSELL, Susan Farwig and Darryl 
were named as Shame's Mountain's 1998,1999 
season managers. 
"rOUGH GUY Tiger Williams signed 
autographs at the Kitimat Terrace Airport in 
November when the Oldtimers Chal lenge final- 
ly came to Kitimat after a two-week delay. 
THE TERRACE badminton club held playdowns 
for the B.C. Winter Games through their aunual 
doubles tournament Nov. 21 and singles tourney 
Nov. 28. 
TERRACE'S JASON Haldane captained the Cana- 
da's Volleyball team at the World Volleyball 
Championships in Japan. The team placed eleventh. 
BLUEBACK swimmers Jenine Barton, Thomas 
Demctzer and Kyle Narzt made Canada's top-50 
list ofswinuners for their age groups. 
TIGER WILLIAMS was among a team of NHL 
greats that beat Kitimat's All Star team 11-0 at the 
Tamitik Arena Nov. 27. 
December 
TERRACE rinks won the Kitimat Ladies Ope, title 
in Kitimat, 
Terrace Selects recreational hockey team beat .the 
RCMP All Stars 3-2 after a quick-paced game at 
the arena. 
A JU J ITsu  tournament was h'eld at E,T, Kenney 
school with 65 participants competing. Ju jitsu is 
one of a handful of northwest sports not goi,g to 
Prince Rupert's Northern B.C Winter Games in 
February. 
,~P.;~%~: ...... ' CALEDONIA S Kermode basketball ~:eam hosted 
WESTERN PACIFIC beat i Home Hardware hi a thc=r,,fi~t ........ - ournament . . . . . . .  of the year, m,I. y to have 
tough men's occer season final, Prince Rupert walk away with top prize. " 
® 
The staff at the Terrace 
Co-op Association would like to 
thank you for your patronage and 
support in 1998. 
We look forward to serving youin 1999. 
If you are planning to build a new 
home or renovate in the new year, now 
is the time to see the helpful and 
knowledgeable staff at the Terrace Co- 
op Home Centre. 
Terrace Co-op Home Centre 
2912 Molitor St., Terrace 635-9595 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
I 
I didn t mean to ign! ' res 
Brenda and Shelley were walking up the 
stairs st the Madison County School Board. 
"What's the new supervisor like?" She ley 
was curious. 
Brenda shuddered, BASED ON- 
"You're in for a rough ride, Shelley, As ACTUAL COURT 
secretary-treasurer to the Board, you report . CASES 
directly .to him, This guy eats babies for 
breakfast," 
Shelley tossed her hair back and smiled, 
"He doesn't bother me. I'm In solid with the 
Board. I've been here 15 years. If I wasn't 
competent, they would never have promoted me 
to secretary-treasurer." 
Brenda turned to Shelley as they walked 
Into the boardroom. 
"Wish you luck, Shelle~,." 
Two months later, Shelley was standing 
nervously In front of Mr, Markham, the supervl- 
sot. The happy-go-lucky woman had turned Into 
an anxious, stressed-out wreck. 
"Urn, Mr. Markham? Could I have the fig. 
ures for the new building construction? I need 
them to prepare for the School Board Meeting." 
Mr. Markham barely looked up, 
=Sorry, Shelley. They're confidential, 
Available only to key players here at the Board." 
Shelley's stomach tightened. She struggled 
for her words. 
=Mr, Markham, I.., I don't understand, I've 
always had access to these figures. I need 
them for the-" 
Mr, Markham coldly cut In. "I've spoken, 
Now please leave, Shelley. I have more impor- 
tant things to do than haggle with you," 
At the meeting, the expected happened, 
"Shelley, please give the Board your ansly. 
sis of the building construction costs," 
Shelley started trembling. 
=1 don't have It." 
A dead silence spread over the room, 
Shelley almost fainted from anxiety, 
"lf,,,If you want me to resign, imre's my 
notloe."She ran out'of the room in tears. 
Mr, Markham spoke up. 
"We'll give her 24 hours. If she doesn't 
withdraw her reslgnatlon within that time we'll 
accept It." 
24 hours came and went. No answer from 
Shelley, 
The boarc~ sent Shelley a letter. 
"We accept your resignation," 
Shelley was astonished. She ran to the 
Board, 
"But never meant to resign. I only 
offered my reslgnatlon In the heat of the 
moment, Surely you can't take It seriously." 
But the Board refused to change its mind, 
"This Is outrageousl" cried Shelley, "I'm 
suing the School Board for wrongful 
dismissal" 
In court, Shelley looked tired and pale, 
"Your Honour, the Board never said they were 
giving me 24 hours to explain my position. 
After 15 years of working with the School 
District, don't I deserve the benefit of the 
doubt? I only offered my resignation because 
I was very upset. ~ake them pay me 
damages," 
The School Board was unmoved. "Your 
Honour, Shelley cannot deny that she offered 
us her resignation. We took her offer seri. 
ously, She had sufficient ime to reconsider. If 
she cared about this Job, she would have told 
us she still wanted It," the officials huffed. 
"We owe her nothing," 
Should Shelley receive damages? Youl Be 
the Judge, Then look below for the decision, 
SPONSORED BY 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Grant Undsey Holly Grueger Marshall  Matlas 
Crlm/nal Defence Law General Law Family Law 
Phone 638-1764 Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Shelleyt you win," the Judge ruled, 'SiMs your resignation was not truly voluntary Inthe elroumttenou, you 
get dm.qise for wm~lful dlmlml," 
YOUI BE TIlE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases. Today's decision Is based on the roots of the case an0 the low of 
the province of British Columbia. If you have e similar problem, please consult Lfndaey 8= Grueger, Claire Bernsteln Is a 
Montreal lawyer and nationally syndicated columnist, Copyright t997 Hslka Entemrlses. Bt4.3 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Doctors need to be involved 
in medical decision making 
Dear Sir: The public lambasting of Dr. Jim Dunfield ['or auda- 
Mr. Giesbreeht was quoted in your paper ("Crunch time 
for Mills?", Dec. 16, 1998) stating, "the doctors are un- 
happy and not co-operating." I'd like to clarify this gener- 
al and somewhat, ambiguous statement. 
The medical community is unhappy with and refuses to 
cooperate with any decisions that endanger patient safety. 
The Terrace and Area Health Council is currently operat- 
ing in violation of its by-laws. These by-laws state a 
physician should be a voting member of the council. 
There has not been a voting physician on council since ear- 
ly this year. The reason is that the NDP government in 
Victoria, has not appointed one. 
If the council respected its medical coinmunity and their 
expertise, I would think they would appoint son|cone, 
temporarily, until the govenunent made a decision. 
Wouldn't it be better, to be in conflict of the by-laws with 
medical input than without? Does it make sense to try and 
mu a hospital without any physician contribution? This is 
currently what is happening. 
ciously suggesthtg that Terrace be considered an altenta- 
live site for orthopedics if Prince Rupert and Kitimat are 
unable to attract aphysician angers ine. 
This suggestion was made on behalf of tire entire Terrace 
physician community. It was based on common sense. The 
northwest needs orthopedic services. Just recently, ayoung 
than waited nine hours before being shipped out to Prince 
George to have a fracture repaired: It should, by now, be 
obvious that we cannot maintain physicians in the north by 
coercion but must do it by attraction. 
We have a better chance of keeping orthopedics, and 
other specialties, if the physicians involved are allowed a 
say in their location. Does it make any sense to deprive the 
area of an orthopod because he may wish to live and work 
out of Terrace? 
Why is this idea so threatening to Prince Rupert Health 
Council that they require a public apology? 
L. T. Alnlas, M.D., Terrace, B.C. 
(received via email) 
l-lere's tne darker siae of 1998 
Dear Sir: 
The year of 1998 is gone. The media is full of the events 
of the year, the media versions. Let's have some fun with 
the versions from the dark side. 
The great west coast fish crisis. This is where Premier 
Glen Clark takes the position that the sahnon fishing treaty 
between the U.S. and Canada must be signed off and 
everyone must respect the quotas assigned. 
The Americans refuse. David Anderson, federal fisheries 
mhtister, lets Aanerican fishers take B.C. coho, and then 
closes all coho seasons in Canadian waters. Canadian 
fishers must throw back any coho they catch. The industry 
is devastated. 
The press takes Anderson's ide and he becomes the 
hero. But as late as last week, reporters were castigating 
Clark for the lack of fishing opportunities on this coast. 
At the Union of B.C. Municipalities co~wention in 
Peutictoa, Gordon Campbell, leader of the opposition, said 
"Hordes of people are leaving B.C.". He obviously did 
not know how many people are in a horde, for the Pro- 
vince newspaper's headline next morning was "4 Million 
People in B.C. now. B.C. growing at 2 per cent a year." 
Clark, the Premier, speaking at the B.C. Federation of 
Labour, says the press is biased, and is trying to undermine 
his go~,ermneut's programs and legislation. The press cries 
"no way." The next morning's news was that a certain 
David Black, owner of 40 papers in B.C., has threatened to
fire any of his editors that prints anything favourable about 
the recently negotiated (ands.backed; by Clark) Nisga'a 
treaty. But, says the press, no bias~ ."~. ..... ~:~,~; : ':::~: ~ 
. . . . . .  "~ ¢ " : . .  ,., , ! • ; . .~,., 
Rafe Muir, hot line host, takes two'days a week to boost 
his call for a referendum on the Nisga'a treaty, and carries 
this on for four months. He then, on the air, takes a poll of 
his listeners asking, "do you want a referendum?" The 
answer, front the brainwashed is obvious. 70 lmr cent say 
'yes'. Talk about jury talnpering, a legal term Muir should 
know. 
Gordon Campbell, leader of the opposition, constantly 
calls for a referendum he knows Clark can't do, because of 
the ratification clause in the Nisga'a AIP and in the 
Nisga'a final treaty (neither put in by Clark). 
Campbell says every British Columbian deserves a vote 
on the Nisga'a treaty. Mark my words', in the next election 
Campbell will describe Clark as "the man who wouldn't 
give you a vote on the Nisga'a treaty." The press, of 
course, accuses Clark of using the Nisga'a treaty for politi- 
cal purposes. But not Campbell. 
The legislature resumes sitting to debate the Nisga'a 
agreement and the press accuses the premier of using the 
debates to inflate his popularity. The press, our source of 
information, then boycotts the house sittings that debate 
the Nisga'a treaty. This, the unbiased B.C. press. 
The Province paper produces a poll 0ike Rafe Mair's?) 
that puts Clark's popularity at 11 per cent and makes the 
comment in an editorial, fllat Clark believes that his 
popularity won't go lower. The editor then says, and I 
quote, "Just watch us." This of course - -  in B.C. - -  is un- 
biased. 
Les Watmough, 
...... ~,~ :,i: "~' ':~' ~'~ Terrace B.C. 
What's With this new tax? 
Dear Sir: 
There's an ugly rumour going around on a new royalty 
lax on all CDs and audio tapes. It's true mdess public 
protest causes Ottawa to have second thoughts. 
A friend of 1nine who buys audio tapes to record church 
sermons and choirs at 50 cents each for redistribution 
among the congregation has just had his operating budget 
quadrupled. 
. Money taken from consumers will supposedly go to the 
artist whose CD you buy; but money taken from recording 
tapes will be split between the company attd the govern- 
ment. Everybody wants to be a bank pirate. 
departments o produce school concert CDs, which only 
cost about $1 to produce as a fund raising charge to the 
eonsulner. 
Now, who gels the tax? If  Herman Humpback and The 
Salmon River Boys produce their own album independent- 
ly who gets the royalty tax benefits? 
If you thought the GST was a headache to work out for 
both business and goveniment what does this so-called 
royalty tax create for the only growth industry left in the 
nation - -  Revenue Canada? 
It's a-comia' unless Canadians get off their butts and 
protest. Call MP Mike Scott. 
newspapers 
tell the local story 
•(•NA 
Canadian Community 
Newspapers Association 
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James W. Radelet | 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors 
I Tax Law • Trusts ° Corporate & Commercial 1330 - 1075 West C, eorgia Slreet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 .... Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 r 
I 
I 
i Very soon the Provincial Legislature will hold a free vote on the Nisga'a 
Treaty. Members of the Provincial Legislature are being freed of their 
I political parly ties to vote as they see fit. 
I Please indicate below how you want your MLA to vote. Please let us 
/ • o know by noon January 5. We II pubhsh the results m the January 20 
I Terrace Standard. 
I 
In Favour 
i i 
Opposed I 
Name: 
Phone: 
(For verification purposes only) 
! Undecided 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L 
Some school districts have banded their various music Brian Gregg, Terrace, B.C. 
f 
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,~HONE: 
We're On The Move... 
I 
5" 
[ 
o o 
1 
Sparks Street J 7-11 
Ottawa Street 
Bank of Montreal 
~AVCO 
Chalky's 
On January 18, 1999, we're moving our Avco 
branch located at 4557-ALazelle Avenue to: 
4664 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1 
"Come and see our new office located at 
4664 Lakelse Avenue: 
We're in a more convenient location with plenty of free parking. 
Drop by any time for a cup of coffee." 
Marry Bader 
Manager 
Financial  Services Canada Limited 
You mat ter  most  a t  Avco  TM 
Fill in and mail to "The Nisga'a Treaty" 
C/O The Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
Fax: 638-8432. 
• Email: Standard@kermode.net. Or drop it off at our front counter. 
STANDARD 
m ~ m  m m l 
Sets of 2 tickets each will be given away Jan 14/99. 
Drop off your entry at: 
The Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. 
Entry deadline is Thursday Jan. 14, 1999, 5:00 p.m. 
Draw will be held Friday Jan. 15/99. Winners will be notifibd. 
MISTY  R IVER 
TACKLE & HUNTING 
Year End Inventory Clearance Sale 
.-: " With Fantastic Savings Store Wide! 
~~:~ \~:~] ,~,~ / .:L. B ro3vmng Boot  Combo 
" ~ ~ /  ~.!":" 3~'BrownlngCombo $1 749*  
 1989* 4 mm Brownlng  Combo 
SOCK SALE 
Great for all winter activities 
JB Fields 30 ° Below 
Icelandic Socks 
Home Spun 
Kodiak 
_ ~taw~ 
K.~ i" .sm c.,~ 
*"  il ~,t~ T 
20%off 
3ram Neoprene 
From 
$99" 
Monday- Thursday 7am. 10pro 
Friday & Saturday 7 am. 11 pm • Sunday 9 am - 10 pm 
5008 Agar Ave. Terrace 638-1369 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
| 
I 
! 
I 
! 
I 
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BUSINES S REVIEW 
II II 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
JANUARY 1999 PALACE JA,UARY 
_S:UtqDAY.:~_z::MONDAY .. . . . .  TUESDAY:'~EDNESOAY THuFISOAY" :':,FRIDkY ' SATURDA ~ 
HANDING OUT THE SCHOLARSHIPS: Malcolm Centre. Malcolm Smith, Northwest Apprenticeship 
Smith, Sterling Electrical Services' Kevin Janas, Greg Coordinator and Jim Dodd, Apprenticeship Counselor 
Porter, Canadian Tire's Glenn Condran, Dalen gave three Caledonia students $1,OOO scholarships 
Wiebe, Jamie Birch, Birch and Sons Mechanical Ltd.' to help them through their apprenticeship training. 
Gordon Birch and J im Dodd at the Skills and Training Not shown is their high school advisor, Cam MacKay. 
Apprentice trio is on track 
for productive working life 
NOT MANY youth today ca.u say they'll fiuish college 
three years out of high school with no debt load and a 
guaranteed job. 
But thanks to the province's Secondary School Ap- 
prenticeship Trainiug Program, Caledonia's Greg Porter, 
Jamie Birch and Dalen Wiebe are already on their way. 
The boys were selected for the four-year apprenticeship 
program by a seven-member advisory board based on their 
high schoo ! attendance, attitude and ability to maintain a 
C+ average. 
They were then matched to three employers ~ Sterling 
Electrical Services, Birch and Sons Mechanical Ltd. and 
Canadian Tire where they worked part-time after school 
and on weekeuds. They received eutry-level wages and 
"" earned credit oward their high school gradu~ition. 
After about a year of work they'll take their level 0ne~ 
technical training at a college before retunfing to their 
employers here to complete their apprenticeship. 
On Thursday; Dee. 31 the trio received a $1,000 gradu- 
ation scholarship each from the apprenticeship program 
counselor Jim Dodd. 
All three said they'd probably spend the money on tools 
aud living expenses like rent and food when they do their 
six-month technical training courses at college. 
Jamie Birch who worked with his dad and Birch and 
Sons Mechanical Ltd. will have his plumbing and sprinkler 
ticket by the time he's finished the program. 
He said the apprenticeship program "made working a 
more real" even though he's known for a while that he 
wanted to go into plumbing with his dad. 
But to Greg Porter the program has really helped him 
narrow down exactly which aspect of mechanics he 
wanted to go into. He's decided to go into mechanical 
engineering after finishing the program. 
His boss, Kevin Janas at Sterling Electrical Services, 
says that even though training is an investment, he pro- 
gram pays off in the last two years when the apprentice be- 
comes a loyal professional. 
Dalen Wiebe has worked part time in Cauadian Tire's 
• auto-mechanic department for a year now. He'll go to the 
College of New Caledonia in Prince George in January. 
Giem~ Condrau, Canadian Tire's service mauager says 
the sky's the limtt for Dalen. "I'd never have had a ehanee 
to hire him otherwise," said Condran. 
Mystery levy on tape and CDs 
means an increase in .prices 
TI-I~RE'S MORE than a bit market. 
of confusion out there con- The growth of compact 
cerning anew levy on blank disc technology allowing for 
audio tape and recordable studio-like reproductiou of 
CDs. " . . . .  perfonnances is ~egarded as 
Although the levy came one of the reasons for the 
into effect Jan. 1, how much levy's introdiletion. " 
• it will be and on what pro- The  federal Copyright 
ducts it will apply to haven't 
been decided. 
And that won't likely hap- 
pen until the fall. 
But since the levy" will be 
retrmictive to Jan. 1, some 
suppliers are eharging more 
right away to cover them- 
selves once the amouut has 
Board, which will decide on 
What products ~the levy will 
apply and how mueh, won't 
be holding public hearings 
until the end of May, says 
its legal couusel, Mario 
Bouchard. 
"We've already received 
some objections (to the 
way the law was drafted," 
said Bouchard. 
"It's an argument you can 
have with your MPs and 
cabinet ministers who 
passed the legislation," he 
added. 
Should the" Copyright 
Board adopt, the maximum 
levy wanted by musicians, 
writers aud performers, the 
amount will be $2.50 on 
each recordable CD. 
For blank audio tape, the 
requested levy is 25 cents 
for each 15 miuutes of tape. 
Although the federal 
government will collect the 
levy, it Will be passed to the 
Society of Composers, Au- 
th0r~ and Music Publishers 
for distribution to eona- 
posers, lydcists, performers 
and. producers. 
STEAK COMBO 
For the month of January, eninv a 
bee,, decided. ' levy)," said Bouchard ad- "-" $ ,,',-~ne';"g~'e"'~ 
v[eaK uoml  The levy is wanted by ding any decision won't 
. music writers, musiciam, likely come until the fall. 6oz sirloin with fantail shrimp, scallops &all the trimmings 
singers and perfonners who As to why the levy is iu ~ For $1095 Only I1,~1 regularly see thei/ iuc0me force as of Jau. 1 when it ~ . .. 
cut through home record- hasn't been decided yet and 1 U ~ J ~ I N _ ] ~ ~  1 
ings or for the bootleg is retroactive, 'that's the C0 
I 4702 Lakelse Ave. I ~ - ~ , , , ~ - ~  
Stumpage cut I' ' '  j 
FOREST COMPANIES But he did note quarterly l "" " 
have a bit of good news to adjustments in the past year | 
start he new year,---asiight cut the amount collected by I ' 
reduction iu the stumpage $250 million a.d that a spe- ~er~g 
paid on .wood cut iu the cial policy cha,ge in mid- ~ foodbrings ~.~ ~k.~__~ ) )  
coastal region. June 1998 resulted i, a fur- ]l together/ ~ 
The new stuinpage rate as ther $200 milliou reduction. 
of Jan. 1 is $25,t6 per e~bie .... 
metre, a reduction o'~ $~:61 ~,,. ' 
from the last time the rate ' ~'~.a~'~&|t.rO~,m. SNOWMOBILE RIDERS HOST ANNUAL was adjusted on Oct. 1, ji 
1998. 
Stumpage is the price paid 
to the provincial govern. 
ment for timber logged ou 
;crown lauds, 
The rate did rise on interi- 
'or logging, up 96 ce.ts per 
cubic metre to $26.48. The 
pulp log rate reznains at 25 
cents per cubic metre. 
Stumpage i s  adjusted 
every quarter, reflecting 
changes in value of different 
species and grades of logs 
on the coast. 
Average coastal stumpag~ 
has dropped 30 per cent 
over the past year alid 24 
per cent in the Interior. 
Forests ministry spokes-' 
man Audrew Little said the 
impact on provincial 
reveuues: won't be klloWl~ 
until the quarter has passed, i 
FUNDRAISER 
Ifs a sure sign snowmobile season has arrived. Snow is foiling. Vehicles ore pulling troihrs with snow'. 
mob!les. An d, riders.h~e..b~j, un col!e~fng pledges [or Snowarama, the annual provincial fundraising 
evem mr cnimren wire aisabilitles in ~.~. 
Snawarama is one a~ the most successful fundraisers for The B.C. Lions Sociely for Children ,.vlth 
Disabilities due to the commilmeni of snawmobihrs and the generos;ly el: local residents Members of 
the Skeena Valley snowmobile Club are currently planning this year's Snowarama, scheduled for Feb. 
14, 1999. Their club's goal is to surpass last year's fundraislng total o1: $6000.00. 
"We have a drong traditio n af giving in our communily," explains IocaJ Snowarama Chairperson, 
Jayne McKenzle. "Our Snowarema is a fun-filled family event. We have a full day of activities planned 
for youngsters, grandparents and everyone in belween. Members o~ the public are also welcome to join 
us and possibly rlde with one al: our members on a snowmobile/' 
Snowmobile clubs throughout B.C; Compete for Snowarama prizes provided by local businesses, pro- 
v!ncial corporate sp~. ~rs, and the Uons Soc;ety of BC. Snowarama donors who pledge $20 have a 
chance to win a trip for tour to Disneyland. 
All Snowarama ~unds collected by the Skeena Valley Club members tay in B.C. to benefit children ,with 
disabilities: One of the Lions Sociely programs; Easter seal House, s Snowarama's primary focus. 
Easter ,Seal House, !~ated in Vancouver and Prince George, ad as a "home away from home" for fern, 
;ly members Whose children require m~iml treatment in specialized hospitals, 
i i i  i i i 
31 
Caledonia Senior 
Se~onda,3' 
School Parent 
Council 
dTe~ 
CLOSED Kermode Fn~dship  
SkeenaJr 
Secondary 
School Parent 
Au~k~ry 
10 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary 
School Parent 
Council 
4 Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
Association 
11 
Terrace 
Minor Hockey 
Association 
c~nao~n 
Paraplegic Asso~ati~ 
Bulld~y/Skeena 
12C~a~= 
Protege A~s0dati0~ 
N0r!Jlw~t 
Bulkley/~k~na 
Re~= 
6 Terace Blueba~ Swim Crub 
Bene~ Protective 
0rde¢ of Elks #425 
O Taace Peaks 
Club ,,, 
Royal Canadian 
Legion #13 
7 Tecace A~P0ve~ 
G~S0~ 
Terrace Minor 
Softball Assoc. 
14   U=e 
~ate Society 
Order of Royal 
Purple 
2 t Twa~ 17 18re.ace 19 ,. 
SkeenaJun~ Par~0g~ 9dnQb 
Sec~dary Minor Associa~ North,e~ 
Sd~ol Pa'ent Hockey eulk~tS~eena Terra~ Rp~& NnelteCU~of 
Council Association R~, I~nxns~ Tenace 
~1~ 9 ca~ P~ts F~ 
Memo~ H~ita/ Fnm~.Te~ 
N'~'a Tf~ ~-al Tenace Yo~ 8o~ 
Ten~eLo~ kssoda~ 
r~ 
&~olTen~ Sodely 
NL~a'a Tdbal Counol ~de F~g~l~,qo~ 
• Terrace Local Te~ S~ng Club 
' Sh~ne 22ou.,, 
Tecace-Fc~t 
~kCE~0~GnSoa~ 
~'aTn~ Council Te~ YoCk 8occ~ 
• Te~ace Local 
24 
Thoenhill Jr.
Secondm Scho~ 
Parent Adviso~ 
Coundl 
25  =e 
Minor 
Baseball 
Association 
26 = 2 29N . 
~a~eo~ a~up~ o~Te~ So~ 
Asso¢~ Nonh,es 9anesMoutah K~o~eF~ds~o~ 
BulkleyS~eena , ~iOd~ Tard~Mnor NP~ja'aTdbatCoundl Ten~eYo~S~cc~ 
Region ~/~odaion • Te~ Local kss~Cialion 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Wed.,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V. MONITORS 
4410 Legion, Terrace 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Games 1:00 p.m. 
Games 6:15 p.m. 
Games 9:45 p.m. 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 
a.d 
JANUARY 
CLEARANCE 
;d SALE 
EVERYTHING 
40.60  OFF 
LOcated  at  ' 
P ine  P laza ,  K i t imat  
at Na lab i la  and Tweedsmui r  
632-4102 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
. ,  , . , , . . .  
I 8 hfom~l: 0fferl~Nes Pamon~c B-POW~R pager, 400 ~u~ mes~a~  ~lh and ImJcoveroge. 
J Prep~kl omits ore not re~n4:h~. Taxes extra. AJter !at 6 months, SSO seml-onnud b~hlg al~es. 
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$5oo,ooo received from gov't 
Group out to boost coho runs 
• ENOUGH is enough. 
That's what a group of coucemed associations are saying 
about he northwest coho crisis. 
It's time to do something about it. 
So they lbnned the Terrace and Kitimat Partners for Sai- 
monids O'KPS) last spring which set priorities for salmou 
spawning rounds ia the south Kalum Forest District. 
mu,ity Futures Developmeut Corporatiou, Terrace Sal- 
monid Enhaaccmcnt Society, Kitsumkahun Band Council, 
Kitimaal Village Council, Northwest Watershed Enhance. 
tent Society, Northwest Commultity College, The Steel- 
head Society, the Sierra Club, the Kitselas Band Council 
aud Skcena Cellulose. 
Ai|d tliey've already started workiug on 12 projects near 
The group already has the province's approval wheu Kitimat and Terrace, including rehabilitating a Spring 
fisheries minister Dennis Streifel came here to attnounce .' creek hiudslide, just off Dairy Aveuue ill Terrace, which 
$500,000 ill Fislieries Renewal B,C. money in the fall. was a joint TKPS project with Fisheries attd Oceans Cana- 
The group expects another $1.5 million hi the next two - da and Triton Environmental Cotisultants. 
! 
streams aud provides traiai~lg to Kitsumkalum band mem- 
bers. 
A similar project started on the Doughts and Devastatiou 
Channels and Gardner Canal where the Kitimaat Village 
Council has been counting adult an juveuile sahnoaids by 
boat. The group is also looking at St0eking Jesse Lake 
through fish passages. 
The Kiksumkalum Band Council and the DFO also 
started an enh,ancement project on tlie Kalum River where 
a 1950s log drive destroyed Valuable habitat. 
A,d Sedimeat is being tested on the Lakelse River near 
years. Other group efforts include two projects that measure the the Mink Creek slide, : 
It's made up of 10 agencies including rite 16/37 Corn- number of juvenile and adult spawning coho in key 
Court 
Report 
Dennis  Streifel 
Hall rezone 
approved 
CITY COUNCIL will 
rczonc the former Oddfel- 
lows Hall at 3222 Munroe 
St. to make way for a 
platted physiotherapy 
clinic. 
Council introduced bylaws 
to rezone the land from P1 
public attd institutional to 
C.5 local commercial. 
Also changing is the Offi- 
cial Community Plan desig- 
nation from community and 
public use to service com- 
mercial. 
The request came at the 
request of Cedar River 
Physiotherapy, which plans 
to buy the property from the 
Full Gospel Christian Fel- 
lowship, which is no longer 
using the building, as a 
church. 
Park Ave. resident Rose 
Marie Fleming opposed the 
rezoning, fearing the change 
could allow other unlo~own 
businesses to locate there in 
the future. 
"Putting a permaneut 
commercial zone in the 
midst of a residential area 
does not seem appropriate 
when we have so many 
other varied areas already 
zoued appropriately," she 
said . . . . . . .  
"It's not a use that is 
going to conflict with the 
neighbourhood," city plan- 
ner David Trawin 
responded, noting 
physiotherapists are already 
allowed as home-based 
businesses in residential 
zones .  
The zoning would allow 
things like conveuience 
stores, personal service 
shops and clinics to locate 
there. 
Trawin said the site 
wouldn't have been his first 
choice for such a zone in the 
west side of the horseshoe, 
but with an application be- 
fore him he saw no grouuds 
to oppose it. 
Councillor Val George 
said there will probably be 
less impact on the sun'ouud- 
ing neighbours than with the 
existing zoning. 
Fireworks 
fizzle 
A SECOND attempt by a 
fireworks eller to get coun- 
cil to allow more frequent 
fireworks ales has fizzled. 
Gorilla Fircworks' Tom 
Wade said the frequency of 
fireworks related injuries 
counci l 's  main concern - -  
actually goes down when 
they're more widely avail- 
able and less of a novelty. 
He also argued that with 
sales restricted to just 10 
days prior to Hallowe'en, 
local fireworks enthusiasts 
respoud by stocking up then 
for eveuts at other times of 
the year. 
"l 've probably sold 
$10,000 worth that's sitting 
in people's closets right now 
waiting for New Year's," 
Wade said. 
He had wantcd fireworks 
sales expanded to include, 
Victoria Day, Canada Day, 
B.C. Day and New Year's. 
Councillor Olga Power 
wondered whether some 
flexibility should be allowed 
for New Year's Day in 1999 
as the turn of the millen- 
nium is sure to be a cause of 
some celebrations. 
PITCH- IN 
AND • 
, RECYCLE 
~,  Just swipe  your  
'Sa feway C lub  Card  
and  you  cou ld  
• share  in  over  
i n  
PLU$ THESE 
GREAT COUPONS! 
:::!:~:,~ :~::, . Tomato Soup 
: ~:,~ :.. I ! ~  :~' ~ ' ;~ '~' , " "  284-mL. 
FIRST THREE, 
. . . . .  III1!1! | ~ J Limit of one coupon per customer. ~ .~ While stocks last. Coupon effective at Canada ~;I .r,,,u~wv^y Safeway stores only. 
L'~_°L==_ O' 
:i ) 
Oriental 
Noodles , 
Assoffed vadetiei,85.g: -~ .... :; 
' ; ' :  I ,1  . a = l . c :  
~_~)) Li~A i,:°/t o°c%C,°aUstP. °g~e;o r~u;t~e%r; at C ana d a 
SAFEWAY Safeway stores only. 
FO001011~ 
~.~u~, ,~m~. -~_ .~ ~= :~, ,~__ -~.  ($3 . . . ~ _ . . . - ' : "  
0 [lll!!!!!ll!LJ!!!llr, 0 
| |  m m m l m m m m | m - - |  m - -  
~:~=~'::~'~.~:. ' • I ~S~.~.(~.~ i ~(~I  :~ Or Lady Speed Stick. Assorted varieties, ~ '  . 
:.( 
:~i~;~C~,~ Fresh P,.k an p al 
! Grapefru,t 41L 1 
i 
I ® """ """ '""" "'"" rl Limit of one coupon,per customer, " II II II II II II I I I I I  II I I  III II While stocks last. Coupon effective at Canada II II II I I  I I  I I  I l l l |  II I I  III II ~s~==~A~ Safewa..y storesonly. . . . .  0 "00000 07306"  6 
~ ;~"~' ~ St°nehedge Farms 8 ~  
• ~ i~~, ;~; ;~; :  fi,~!; White or Whole Wheat 
,!~., ~,r.~h ,~;,. ~ "~. 
= .., ...... ,,, iI1  
I '~  I L imi t  of one coupon per customer, - II II II II II II IIIII II I I  II I 
IL~.~I~.,~ WhUestockslast.Couponeffective atCanada II I I I I  II II II I I I I I I I  I I I I  I 
~,~ Safewaystoresonly.: 0 I I I I001]NN-N7XN 7 . . . . .  - - - - - - - - , L____  . . . .  - . . . . . .  ~ 
3 > 
• . . '  •? vF 
• 2 '~ .} :  
• , , j  
99 
/lb. 
4.391k9 
Boneless Beef 
Brisket Pot Roast 
Valu Pack. 
: :i :i: i ~,~ ://;)i/;!iil)!ill ~ :! : ? :  ::~ L :  
ii! i!ii !iii i !  !! ! !ii!il i!!!!!i! i ii!ii  
• Moving mountains 
MOUNTAINS APPEARED around the area last week in the form of piled up 
snow as people dug themselves and their vehicles out of the heaviest snow- 
fall of the year. City work crews and others were busy not only removing and 
piling up the snow but trucking it to places where it would no longer get in 
the way. And that made for the silence of early morning hours broken only 
by the 'beep beep' of safety sound devices on heavy equipment. The snow 
made for tricky' and challenging road conditions, leading the police, ICBC 
and highways ministry officials advising care and attention while out driving. 
One tip is to give yourself plenty of time to get to your destination and to 
slow down by adapting to varying road conditions. 
SCl secret 
deal is over 
A SECRET deal in which the province would give Skeena 
Cellulose money if it was unable to invoke money-saving 
provisions at its Prince Rupert pulp mill is no longer in ef- 
fect. 
The deal was to provide Skeena Cellulose $27 million a 
year if the company wasn't able to implement fidl job 
flexibility and contractiug out. 
When the Skeena Cellulose restructuring was signed, 
pulp mill workers agreed to a "me too" clause that would 
• see full flexibility extended here if it was won in provincial 
bargaining at Fletcher Challenge pulp mills. 
That happened early in 1998, and after making one pay- 
meat to the company, said government spokesman Don 
. Zadravee, the province was no longer bomtd by the deal. 
"Some nnoney did flow in a range of $4 to 5 million," 
he said. "But once the agreements kicked in that were 
agreed to by other mills those payments have subsequently 
stopped." 
But although the company could stow invoke full 
flexibility it has chosen ot to. 
Company president Bill Steele, in his only public ap- 
pearance inTerrace this spring, said it wasn't a priority. 
Skeena Cellulose spokesman Don McDonald said the 
compauy stands by that decision, adding that rather than 
- reopeu the contract now with the PPWC, they've lected to 
hold off until the contract is next up for negotiation i  a 
' couple of years. 
"I don't think its something that we're pursuing and I 
don't think it's somethiug the mill's pursuing," McDonald 
said. 
He said he's not aware of any other pulp mills choosing 
to reopen contracts to invoke the change. 
"Nobody seems to be opening up their contracts as a 
result of the Fletcher Challengo deal." 
"The last thing you want to enter iuto is any kind of 
labour negotiations," he said, adding the company remains 
focussed on trying to minimize cosls and get the most 
value for its product. 
To some local contractors, however, the deal is evidence 
that the l)rovince had extra money earmarked for Skeena 
Cellulose that it could have provided to contractors orused 
for capital expenditures. 
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Is Our Health #1 
We're 43rd in the world in life expectancy and our problems are not ; 
just in length of life but also in quality of life. A quick look at the following 
statistics illustrates that North Amedcans are going in reverse, 
• 12 Million Diabetics (Diabetes Society) T~/looking through 
your cupboard sometime. I'll wager you won't be able to 
find a single product that doesn't contain sugar in some 
form, ;i 
• 20 Million expedence migraine or cluster headaches regularly. 
• 20% of North Americans battle their allergies (USA Today) 
. G8 Million N0dh Americans have high blood pressure (NY 
"nmes) 
. $35 Billion spent on prescription drugs in 1989 (Consumers 
Repod) You don't wast to know the current figures, :~ 
.60% of adulta substantially eye.eight. 
• 25% of adults smoke. 
• Less than 1/2 of Junior High Bchool klds can do I chiHp. 
• Less than 10% of adults have ongoing exemlse programs. 
So Bryan, why are you lelling us this?.,.Well, last time I looked I ; 
realized that health is Ihe most important thing in this life. Friends, Family, : 
Money, Having Fun,...they're all compromised if you suffer with health 
problems. Of course, health problems are often e precursor to the end of 
our existence here on earlh and we all know you can't take your $ or 
anything else with you when you go. So think about it, You may wish to 
begin educating yourself about preventative health before you loin the 
growing number of statistics on preventable health problems like cancer, ! 
head disease, stroke, diabetes, etc. The ball is in your court. So here's 
to....your health, 
"Tile Cwok iS Cle< " 
PURIF IED BOITLED WATER FOI  
THAN 
79  CENTS A DAY~ 
63;5-23;4,1 
Federal .grant Dr. R.D. Greenwood Bi Steuk & Seafood Grill 
Is targeting Chiropractor . ~ [  ~:  
4635~rrace  Where good .... " ~ 
youngsters fnends meet ~ ~  ~: 
SEEYOU ~ i  ~ i  1 
MSP, mBC, WCBaCCEPTED TONIGHT ~m,r~~~ ! ~~ 
Prescription Orthotics Now EVERY FRI & SAT ~ ~  ~ ~i (  
s~hmp~i i~f : t !~! ! ! i : i i °~ ,  I. yh'~7:e:ff:°':h:igde: ~ 6eb:rT?h: F°rApp°iAvntaHmenaJ3tl; ]8"Si65 ...... PRIME. RIB, N IGAt  . oo .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  "" ......... ' " " : '  . . . .  "~'"~":" .............. ""' l  41 ......... ~'l~'~'~ .,.,.D, iner:..Sun-Thurs-5-10, Fri-Sat- 4-]0 most importa,,t and impressionable. . . . . . . .  1 ' ..... ,~,:: ~ .... i / '~ j~ ..... ' " ' " "  ' ", :i,;,:. ~,.i:., :-::':::: ~'~' '~ ...... L . . . .  
Sabo said the nmney will pay two people to look at the . . . .  ..... r.~:',,,~,:r,;-;,..: ;~': """ , "-~ ' Lunch: Tue-Ffi - l 1-2 
community through a child's eyes to determine what's j~l~ D teak  ~ 4332 LokelseAve., Terrace, 
~ ~  , Seafood  635-9161 
n 
I Box 865 Terrace, B.C. 
250-635-2542 ~RU[, 
. . . . . . .  . :~ :~: . . . : . :~ :~:~. :~ 
NOTICE TO MEMBERSHIP ~!~i~,~i~:~ 
GENERAL AND THE 
MEETING WINNER IS... 
Skeena Valley G01f & Country Club 
A notice to the membership of the Skeena 
Val ley Gol f  &Count ry  Club, an  Annua l  
Genera l  Meet ing  will take  place 
Sunday, January 17 of Terrace b~ 
7 pm at the Clubhouse who was drawn from Subway L in Week 2. The purpose  of the  meet ing  is the  
elect ion of d i rectors  and  author ize  a new The Chamber wish to thank all 
needed for them to grow Up to become healthy adults. 
"It takes preventative measures to make a healthy com- 
nnuuity," she said. 
She said the project isn't a bandage and will determine 
what's needed for childreu at age zero rather than finding 
solutions to problems for teenagers. 
"The money will bring us into the new century (uutil 
March 31, 2000) with new programs and workshops help- 
lag children," Sabo said. 
She explained the two workers will go to the community 
and ask people what they think is needed to help children 
grow. 
Public meetings, workshops and kitchen table discus- 
sions will take place to get everyone's opinions the sub- 
ject. 
"It 's going to reflect he whole community," she said. 
Sabo said she hopes the workers will be the eyes and ears 
of the city's advisory social plamfing commission which 
reports to .counell on social issues. 
"It's going to be a blueprint for the community," she 
said. 
taken over 
Health plan 
the old Non-Insured Health 
Benefits Program ~ and the 
money to pay for it ~ from 
Health Canada in Ottawa to 
the Nisga'a Valley Health 
Board. 
turn contracted Great-West 
Life to manage the program. 
pharmacy claims and dental 
programs for Nisga,a people 
who aren't covered by other 
insurance programs. 
Nisga'a Health Card for 
identification and claims. 
It's a coup for Great West 
Life. which was up against a
number of other bidders for 
b y N i s g a' a : certificate issue for memberships. ,~merch°nts andinentrontsthis event.thor participated eruis~eElanPUrehosedTravel, at 
program to more precisely 
meet their needs - -  some- 
thing that wasn't possible 
uuder the control of Health 
Canada, ~ CANADIAN T IRE  
DelveaUXinefficienciesSaid t's fi'omeX" ~ www.canadiantire.com parted 
~ , ~  Or  Email us at :~/ :~ ~=~:,:, 
the larger scope program www.cantlre.terrace@osg.net 
can eliminated, freeing 
up more money to provide : ~,a~a_¢ ~/EGAS = LOS AHGELE, i i; 
improved benefits. ~ S A F E W A Y  
"For the ,no,ey the I L j~ j  www.safeway.com 
The health board has in government's spending on 
them they feel they can pro- TER~- E T.EER~c,,CE 
vide something better," he U l ~  I :~; [ :~ l~ 
The company will handle said. 
*~ ]he Staff of Terrace Ant i -  www.terraceautomall.com 
Poverty Group Satiety would ~ ~ m t - - r - ,w-  _ - ~ i~m~rau 
, • like to extendtheir heartfelt 
~ thanks Inthe (dbwing business' 
whose pnrtkipoflon mode our 
They!ll be issued a new Christmas Campaign such a 
E~,~s== TER~c.CE T ER~E i~..~, 'i Zelhrs far rsntiauing Ihe 
~ Kmarl tradition; Canadian Tire, O i  ':111¢VSI]I~I i V~ Bargain Shop, Co~im Publishing ~ IGL~'IrI"~ffR 
~ & Rosie's De l ivery ,  terrace.automall@osg.net 
~/z~ To all the members of our 
~,~ community who purchased gifts; 
~;~L ond fo oil who made donations to 
~"~"t help us in purchming i~ for the 
t/~. l children, ~lank yoaff 
To our Santo's, Roy & Cd and 
We wish you d a vary Merry :, 
~:~ (2ristmas nd Happy New y~r. 
~*~ Resanne Pearee, .i 
account manager Brant Del- 
veaux, "This is the first of 
its kind, They are the first to Your wcbsite/email address 
get Some funding from the could be here! 
govermnettt o I handle it • 
themselves.' ] Contact :us at 638-7283 
/ '  He  said tl~ t : !  
thework. ~ The Terrace Standard 
"It's a huge deal in temrs l   , rthming i  0r standerd@kermode.net 
of business," says senior i[dron,'~ nkyoall 
V A C A T I 0 N S 
t ~ I 
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[] Pub plan proceeds 
A NEIGHBOURHOOU pub on Hwy16 West is one step closer to final ap- 
proval, says owner Sulakhan Hundial. He also owns the Evergreen Inn and 
is shown here with a sign at the pub site which is next to the motel. Hundial 
wants to break ground as soon as conditions permit and hopes for an early 
summer opening. The Evergreen Pub will have a railroad station theme, 
contain 65 seats inside and 20 outside on a covered patio. There will also be 
meeting rooms. Offsales will be halted at 6 p.m. each night. 
Nurses 
urging 
a 'no' 
LOCAL NURSES will loam 
more next week about a 
mediator's proposal to end a 
contract dispute with the 
provincial government. 
Officials of the B.C. 
Nurses' Union are coming 
here Jau 13 to explain a 
package suggested last 
month. 
It's already been rejected 
by the bargaining committee 
for the nurses and BCNU 
members are being urged to 
vote against the package. 
"They'll go over the 
inediator's package in. 
detail," said local BCNU 
shop steward Penny, 
Henderson. 
She said Leeaune Malthus, . 
BCNU chair for the north-  ' 
west region, is coming here 
so that nurses will under- 
stand all the issues in the 
mediator's package before 
they vote to accept or reject 
the proposals Jan. 26. 
Heuders0n said she thinks 
mauy nurses at Mills wi l l  
reject he package. 
"I  haven't fouud one  
member that's happy with 
the package," she i said. 
"They feel the increase in 
on-call pay is a slap in the 
face." 
Union president Cathy 
Ferguson says the report is 
an inadequate solution to the 
workload crisis and to the 
nursing shoaage confront-. 
ing B.C.'s health care sys- 
tem. 
The proposal recolnmends 
benefit improvements and 
for the proviuce to spend 
$50 milliou over 18 months 
to hire more than 1,000 new 
nurses to ease the workload. 
While Ferguson said while 
mediator Brian Foley "took 
a fair approach" to work- 
load issues, he didn't ad- 
dress monetary issues. 
Fcrguson said 'Foley's 
recommendation for the 
premiums uurses receive for 
being on: call and being in 
charge of wards are insult- 
He'sj Suggesthtg . the - 
premimum increase from $1 
an hour to $1.25 an hohr for 
being on call and 'to $1 .50 ,  
an hour after 72 on'call 
hours iu a month. Foley also 
suggests nurses iu charge of 
a ward received $1.25 au 
hour, up f rom 90 ceilta.:. 
The Health Employers As- 
sociation's 437 members, 
who manage about 700 
health care facilities across 
B,C;, wi!l also:vote: on the .: 
package; The  results of the 
employer's vote:. W0nst be 
released Ontll Jan, 2% ~ 
Local conditions ignored 
in provincial garbage report 
A REPORT on garbage disposal and recycling doesu't 
take into account economic pressures and private recycling 
initiatives, says the district manager of works and services. 
"A lot of things aren't in this," says Roger 'I ooms abo0t 
• a report on municipal waste using infonnatiou gathered in 
1996 and released late last year. 
The report ~ prepared for the cnviromncnt ministry by 
the Recycling Council of B.C. ~ measures the amount of 
garbage disposed per capita by regional district. 
It says the Kitimat-Stiklne generated .70 tonnes of gar- 
bage per person. Ouly two per cent of that waste is 
recycled. British Columbiaus on average create .93 tonnes 
of garbage per person but recycle 38 per cent of that. 
Those percentages were determined throngh a survey 
that each district was asked to complete. 
The problem, said Brian Grant, a seuior environment 
ministry officer, is that not all districts have standardized 
laudfills. 
The Kitimat-Stikine, for example, is one of several dis- 
triers without weigh scales to measure the precise amount 
of garbage recycled. 
So weights here had to be estimated based on quantity 
aad ministry-provided guidelines. 
Grant admitted that estimates could affect the accuracy 
of the numbers. 
And he admitted the more populated a district was the 
more accurate the reporting tended to be because bigger 
centres usually had newer landfills. 
Grant said that the Kitimat-Stikine's two per cent recy- 
cling rate only means that a lot more could be done. 
Of course, he said, in rural districts what can be done is 
subject to available markets. 
"We don't force regional districts to recycle regardless 
of cost," said Brian Grant a senior pollution prevention of. 
fleer in Victoria. 
He said where costs are a factor the hope is that districts 
would concentrate on reducing waste by tempesting and 
reusing their waste before it gets to the landfill. 
And that, said "looms, is just what the district is doing. 
Used ~ste  oils, air filtem, tires and batteries are all 
pulled out of the garbage before it gets to the landfill, he 
said. 
He said private reeyelers and salvagers in Kitimat and 
Hazelton as well as landfill reuse piles of things like bikes 
and lawnmower parts could easily bring the recycling per- 
centage to 10 per cent without drawing on the district's 
budget. 
"We'll assist wherever we can to reduce waste enterhlg 
the landfill, but we have to do what's affordable within the 
regional district," Teems aid. 
Health careneeds supporters 
IT'S TO TIME to fight for northern health care, says the pointed by the health minister's office, said Judy Tracy 
chair of the regional district. 
Joamte Monaghan is asking the Uniou of B.C. 
Municipalites (UBCM) to fight for doctors, air ambulance 
service and the construction of a new health care facility in 
Kithnat. 
"They could bring awareness that things are being 
eroded in the noah," she said. 
Monaghan says the government silenced criticism on 
health issues when it appointed regional health boards and 
co~mnunity health councils ince July 1997. 
"While appointees may have the best intentions, as 
government appointees, they are not in a position to criti- 
cally evaluate Ministry of Health policy and decisions," 
said Monaghan in a letter to the executive of the Union of 
B.C. Municipalities CtJBCM) which represents 
municipalities within the province 
Terrace's Community Health Council is completely ap- 
who manages health projects for the regional district. 
The hope, she said, is that UBCM will act as a third- 
party lobby group in the struggle for healthcare dollars. 
The group should be similar to what Mayor Jack Talstra 
tried to set up three months ago with an independent 
municipal task force on northwest health issues. 
But the idea failed when some areas decided not to join, 
said Terrace's economic development officer Ken Veld- 
man.  
Several city councillors ~ including Rich McDaniel, 
David Hull, Ron Vandcrlee and Olga Power ~ applied for 
positions on the Terrace Community Health Council in 
October but were not chosen by the health minister. 
The city and regional district have criticized appointees 
at the health council saying some of them have ties to the 
govenunent and that prevents them from tackling health. 
care decisions made by the provincial government. 
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New Year's 
wish list 
j anuary is finally here. After this, the next new year is the turu the millennium. 
Soon the holiday bills will come 
ling in, Christmas trees will be shedding 
~dles all over our living room floors, and the 
chert will have lost the lingering smell of 
ivy and cranberry jelly. 
'he boxes that were more fun than the toys in- 
e them are starting to rip and sag, and believe 
~r not, the days are f'mally getting longer. 
'hose January resolutions hould be in full 
ing. This time of year we all resolve things 
the future, even if our resolution is just to 
ter make another one again. 
)flen our resolutions revolve mostly around 
• selves or our inunediate family. 
lut with only one year before the new millen- 
m, why not resolve to listen a little more 
sely to some very powerful wishes coming 
m the people who will make the future: 
mg people who will soon be shaping this 
r, the country, even the world? 
,t Cassie Hall School, Kids for Saving Earth 
an active and eoncerued group of young 
~ple ranging frmn Grade 4 to Grade 6. When 
y were asked what their wishes for the fu- 
'. were, this is what they said. 
I wish we could all live in harmony and that 
re'd be no more wars or anything and that I
ld do some~ing to stop child labour," said 
lia Ouellet, a 10 year old in Grade 5. 
n0thi~r 10 year old in Grade 5, Jessica Sin- 
said "I wish that everyone ~ould have a 
se and not have to sleep on the street." 
I 
I wish people wouM stop poaching 
!reals like elephants just for their 
ks when they don't even have to eat 
rn," said Grade 5 student Kyla 
9onnell. 
acey Lopushinsky, also 10 and in grade 5, 
led "that there'd be no more violeace." 
tree Kids for Saving Earth participants are 
years old in Grade 4. Santamlah Morgau 
Augusta Morrison made their wish together. 
/de wish there was no more violence like 
~hlg or killing or gunsfl' they said in uuison 
n asked for their dreams of the future. 
wish people would plant more trees and 
cut down so mauy trees," said Louis Van 
ghnett, a class mate of Santannah and 
asta's. 
Leaha Broome and Ch ida Henry, both 10 and 
in Grade 5, both had wishes about learning. 
"I wish every kid could go to school," said 
Leaha, while Chida wished "that all the kids 
could get the education they needed." 
Lots of girls, all in Grade 5 and all 10 years 
old, had a thing or two to say about the new 
year and things they would like to see. 
"For New Year's I wish everyone would have 
enough tbod on their table to eat and that there 
was ~nore food banks in every town," said 
Kaare-Ann Borgcn. 
Along those same lines, Samantha Kirkaldy, 
who is 11 and in Grade 6, wished "there wasn't 
no more homeless kids and people." 
Other Grade 5 girls had wishes about animals 
and the enviromnent. 
"I wish people would stop poaching animals 
like elephants just for their tusks when they 
don't even have to eal them," said Kyla 
• O'Douuell. 
Sarah Nonnandeau wished "that people 
would stop mistreating cats and dogs and their 
pets." 
Alyssa Carson hoped "there wouldn't be as 
much pollution that would kill people and 
animals because in the year 2000 there'll be too 
much pollution," while Leanne Whyte's wish 
was "that there'd be more garbage cans around 
and less litter on the streets because garbage is 
sad." 
The only two boys in the groups, a quiet lot 
who sat close to the back, also had thoughts on 
their future. 
"I wish that there was no need for money so 
that poor people could always get food," said 
10 year old Aryk Joachim, a Grade 5 student. 
Gabriel Mnnson, an eleven year old in Grade 
6, had one of the most global hopes, wishing 
that "there was no need for police and no need 
for passports to go anywhere and no armies to 
~, ,~.  ~n[ - I  ,a t i l t  vvr " I~ I  UUVVI~I :  Margaret 
Christenson and her daughter Terry Zilkie took the plunge in the "Titanic." The boat were safe. Celine Dion wasn't singing in the sank in the water but mother and daughter 
Local residents 
-plunge into. icy 
Lakelse Lake 
WHAT STARTED out as a dare many 
years ago, has now become a tradition for 
one local resident. 
For the past six years, Dale Lulkin 
(representing Overwaitea) has donned his 
swim trunks on New Year's Day to dunk 
his body in the frigid lake lbr the Kinsmen 
and Kinette Club's ammal Kennodei Bear 
Swim. 
Dressed up as the New Year's Baby, Luf- 
kin emerged fi'om the icy waters of Lakelsc 
Lake as pink as a popsicle. 
Kinsmen cut through three and a half in- 
ches of ice to carve a hole tbr jumpers, who 
dunked into chest-height frigid water. 
Tweuty seven other crazed locals took the 
mighty plunge into the icy lake. 
background when the ship sunk, 
The Titanic hit an iceberg and there 
were in the icy water, said Zilkie who w~ 
dressed as a first-class passenger. 
Her mother - -  dressed as one of tl~ 
lower class steerage passengers - - laughe 
and said it was a good way to celebrate th 
holiday even though she was hoping th 
event would be canceled at the last minute. 
Afterwards most swimmers aid the watt 
was wanner than they'd expected. 
" I 'd definitely do it again," said fin 
time jumper Oleepceka Roches. 
All proceeds from the swim are going t, 
the Kinsmen Rehabilitation Fund. This is 
non-profit organization providing service 
and technology to paraplegics and quad 
riplegics. 
A mother-daughter team of Margaret Swim organizer Patrick McIntyre sai~ 
Christenson and Terry Zilkie took the dip in ' $2,522 was raised in pledges, which is wa~ 
a cardboard Titanic replica that took six up from last year's $1000. 
hours to make. The vessel split seconds The most money raised in pledges ($350) 
after hitthrg the water, was by Jim Cheekly. 
CHILLED: Dale Lufkin went to the eighth annual 
Kermodei Bear Swim dressed as the New Year's baby, 
New Year's 
baby a blessing, 
says mom 
Kira Febril is thankful for all 
the gifts she has received for 
her New Year's baby. 
TERRACE COUPLE Kira and Torrance Fcbril had good 
reason to celebrate tile New Year. 
Their second aughter Kehaya-Squo (a Cree word Inean- 
ing Eagle Woman) was born Jan. 1, 1999 at 10:23 a.m. 
Delivered naturally, Kahaya-Squo weighed 7 pounds, 
and was 51.5 em tall on her birthday. 
"She's doing great," Febril said. "She's sleeping a lot." 
As for her own recovery, Febril said she felt great. 
"I feel very lit attd healthy," she said. "I'm in absolute- 
ly ,o pain whatsoever." 
Febril said it was a big surprise when she went into 
labour Dee. 31 since the baby wasn't due until January 14. 
Afler ahnost 24 hours in labour, she said she was thank- 
ful when the birth was finally over. 
"To bring in the New Year with a new baby is a very 
special occasion," Febril said. "It brings people togeth- 
er." 
Site explained that strangers have been visiting her and 
the baby to wish them luck. 
She said many people have givejl her gifts, including her 
doctor, Mariett¢ De Bruin, who gave her a car seat. 
"People just want to see the New Year's baby," Febril conquer al|yOlle," 
•. Keeping these profound thoughts in mind, The said, "It's truly beett a blessing having her," 
, Terra~ Women's Resource Centrt~ wishes Febril added that both her daughters were bum on special 
everyone nil the best in the New Year. days. 
- "My first daughter was born oft Father's Dayl" 
[ 
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er Art allery. P y " ' ' Y ' AFRIDAY NIGHTS from 8 p:m: to 12 : as will h~s sensuous latin r thins 
ESC, PES: Oil paintings by ~ a ~ ~ = ~ p.m. at Carpenter s Hall and Saturday ~ l i l l ¢ t i y  ro l l  i 
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A 
day at the THE THORNHILL  PUB, 
and every Sunday and Monday night at 
&The T rr  Art ll ry r s ts: 
QUILTS 1999: a variety of quilts made lii I Jl ]1 by local lters isplay in [ 
the upper G
LAND APE ~ ! i i  
artist 
George will be on display from Jan. 8- ~ Youths are welcome to drop in for I ge 
31. Opening night reception is on Fri- AThe Terrace Little Theatre presents a movie nights, dances, coffee houses, lit Feature. I/aropott our a /i 
day, Jan. 8 at 7 p.m. cabaret-style show of magic, mentalism baking and crafts. Adult volunteers are' Kara0ke . . . . .  /. ,) 
and illusion featuring stand up comedi' always needed to help out. ii: 
CONCERT 
SOCIETY 
AThe Terrace Concert Society presents 
an and magical entertainer John Pater- 
son and illusionist Lon Madrake. The 
show takes place at the Best Western 
Inn January  15th and 16th at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are available at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
F16i 
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THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
MUSIC FESTIVAL would like to 
remind all teachers and students 
that the entry deadline is Jan. 15. 
For more info call Kelly at 635. 
1579. 
Monday, January 11 
EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATOR'S of B.C. invites all 
members and other child care pro- 
viders to their annual general meet- 
ing at 7 p.m. at Kids At Play child 
care centre (Terrace Pentecostal 
Assembly) at 3511 Eby St. Please 
use the back entrance. Fore'morel "~ 
info,: call The Family" PMdb~;~it 6381,~;~i 
: 1863..Everyone welcome~-~-..:.L:, .i 
THE TERRACE CHURCHES 
FOOD BANKwill open its doors for 
distribution January 11-14. The dis- 
tribution centre is located on 4634 
Walsh Ave. It is important to bring 
ID for you .and your dependents. 
TI)e food bank is open from 1-3 
p.m..On January 11. food will be 
distributed to people with last 
names" that begin with letters A-H. 
January 12 will distribute to those 
with lastnames I-R. January 12 to 
those with lastnames S-Z and Jan. 
uary 14 distribution will be for any- 
one who was missed. 
Tuesday, January 12 
THE FAMILY PLACE is offering 
"Parenting Young Children", a 6 
week course filled with tips on get- 
ting children to cooperate and 
boost their self esteem. Course 
starts Jan 12 9:15-11:45 a,m. 
Childcare available. Limited space. 
To pre-register call 638-1863. 
Course is free. 
CALEDONIA DRY GRAD meeting 
will focus on choosing committee 
heads. All parents of students grad- 
uating this year are most welcome. 
Meeting is at 7:30 p.m. in  the 
Caledonia School Library. Phone 
Marion at 635.3380 for more info. 
Wednesday, January 13 
PARENTING AFTER SEPARA- 
TION workshop will be held in the 
Terrace public library at 7 p.m. Pre- 
registration is required (toll free at 
1-888-456-2876 or 847-2876.) An- 
other workshop will take place Feb. 
24 at 7 p.m, at the library. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC 
festival committee meeting takes 
place at 3639 Krumm Road at 8 
p,m. For more information' call Kelly 
at 635-1579 or visit our website at 
www.kermode.net/musicfest98. All 
new members welcome. 
Saturday, January 16 
Registration for winter programs for 
children at tha Terrace Public Li- 
brary will begin at 10 a,m, IN PER- 
SON ONLY at the library. Programs 
include Preschool story time, Tales 
for Two's, Toddler Time, BabyUme, 
and Tickles & Tales, For more info 
on program dates and times. 
please pick up a brochure at the li- 
bran]. 
women and smoking workshop. 
Come and talk with a public health 
nurse to discuss why women con- 
tinue to smoke when they know it's 
bad for them. Do women smoke for 
different reasons than men? Is it 
more difficult for women to quit? 
The workshop is free, but pre- 
registration is appreciated. Call 
638-0228 for more info. 
Tuesday, January 19 
GET CONNECTED! Computer 
classes for children 5-10 years old 
CLUB meets at its new clubhouse on 
the Thondaill Community Grounds 
every first and third Monday of the 
month. For more info call Peggy at 
635-5887 or Mike at 635-4043. 
TERRACE ADULT CHOIR meets 
Monday evelfings until further notice 
from 7-8:30 p.m. at the Skeena Jr. 
High band room. Everyone welcome to 
join amateur singiug group. For more 
info call 635-1951. 
TERRACE YOUTH ACTION 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays 
at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more 
into call 1-888-706-1780. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Les at 635-9405. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-2415 and 635-9228 for 
iary meets the third Mond-ay of each 
month in the education room at 7:30 
p.m. Everyone is welcome. 
TUESDAYS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. Information and counselling on 
birth control and birth control supplies 
at reasonable cost. Drop in, They're at 
the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
go to the back door. For more info or 
to volunteer call 638-2027. 
will begin the week of January 19 at Society meets the second Monday of more info. TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIM~ is the 
the'Tefface Publ c Ubrarv. Classes each month at the Skeena health unit at . . . . . .  fh-st ~ Tuesday of every month from 
wdl,lnlroduce ~¢htldren,to w0r~ pro--~ i*.:7~30 p.m. 'If you're interested in sup- BIRTHRIGHT 9blutfteers meet the ld:30-'ii66i/" at tIi~ Family•'Place. Call' 
ceSsliig, paCkages;:::, math L:~indL:pbrting"'youth:"pr6jeds and the'~ifirstMondayofthe'monthinmembers' 635:9669. - 
science CD-ROMS, and the Inter- 
net. Classes are free and will run 
for 6 weeks. Registration .is re- 
quired. Please call the Library to 
register. For more information on 
class schedules, please pick a 
brochure at the Library or call 638- 
8177. 
Thursday, January 21 
FAMILY SUPPORT INSTITUTE 
has no Dec. meeting. The next 
meeting is Jan. 21 at 7:30 p.m. Do 
you have a child with a disability, so 
do we. Come and talk to other. 
parents who understand. Child- 
minding available at the Child De- 
velopment Centre. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
SATURDAYS 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE 
(genealogy) at the Church of Jesus 
Christ Latter Day Saints is open Satur- 
days from 9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
from 7-10 p.m. 
SUNDAYS 
CHALKY'S BILLIARDS pool 
tournament held Sundays at 2 p.m. 
starting Sept. 27. There is a $10 entry 
fee. Address: 4662 Lakelse Ave. 
TERRACE BAHA'I community of. 
fers weekly classes ht spiritual educa- 
tion for children. For more info call 
635-4595. 
TERRACE HORSESHOE CLUB 
meets Sundays at 1 p.m. and Wednes- 
days at 7 p.m. to pitch horseshoes. You 
dou't need to bring your own set to 
play. They meet at the Horseshoe pitch 
at North Sparks and Halliwell Coeslde 
Heritage Village and the Kin Hut). 
Beginners and all ages welcome. 
MONDAYS 
AL.ANON: Fellowship of relatives 
attd friends of alcoholics who share 
their experie,ce, strength, and hope, in 
order to solve their common problems. 
There are two meetings held each 
week, Monday at Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital, conference room in psychiatric 
unit at 7:30 p.m. and Thursday at the 
Terrace Womens's Resource Centre. 
For more info call 638-8643. 
SKEENA VALLEY FAIRS ASSO- 
CIATION meets every second Mon- 
day of the month at 8 p.m. at the Club- 
Monday, January 18 house at the main enterance. 
TERRACE WOMEN,S 
RESOURCE CENTRE Is hosting a TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
skateboard park, please attend. For 
more information call Maureen at 638- 
0263. 
SKEENA SQUARES ~ Join them 
for square dancing Mondays at 7:30- 
9:30 p.m. at the Carpenter's Hall 3312 
Sparks St. Beginners welcome. For 
info call Jim at 635-6724. 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley.. 
Meet at 1 p.m. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
$ 
635-6849 or Miehele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free, cottt'idential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
Tillicum Theatre, :suite #201. Office 
hours are 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1-800-550-4900. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public 
service to its readers and com- 
munity organizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those 
events for which there is no admis- 
sion charge. Items will run two 
weeks before each event. 
We ask that items be submitted 
by 5 p.m. on the Thursday before 
the issue in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
"98 Clearout!!l'98 Clearout! 
B4000 Ext Cab 4x4 II SUBARU.  Fores ter  
SUBARLJ:/ 
I 
2.5 L, 165 HP Engine, AWD, Auto, 
Power Windows & Locks, 34 MPG 
# 1 IN SAFETY 
Blowout Price $26,495 
A/C, 4.0L, V6, CD, Alloys, Power Mirrors 
UII/~tO t ~ . U l h t C / ~ J ~  
MPV 4x4 LX All-Sport 
V6, 8 Passenger, Dual A/C, Dual Heat, Loaded 
with absolutely everythingl 
Get in. Be moved. O 
All Wheel Drive, 137 HP, 5 Year Warranty, 
AM/FM Cassette, Tilt Steering, 38 MPG 
Blowout Price $17,99S 
~SUBARU.  
The Beau  of All-Wheel Drive: 
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RARE BIRDS SPOTTED: This blue jay was seen This is the 'first time a biue jay has been spotted in 
count day (Dec. 27) at Lakelse Lake by Mike Reid, the annual Christmas bird count. 
Bird count successful 
TERRACE'S BIRD watchers reported 
some rare winter bird sightings during 
this year's Christauas bird count. 
Seventeen locals grabbed their 
binoculars Dee. 27 to join hundreds of 
other volunteers across the continent 
for all asmual wildlife survey. 
The National Audubon Society in 
Washington, D.C., compiles results 
and tracks trends in North America's 
bird population once all the counts are 
in. 
Diane Weismiller, orgaztizer of Tar- 
race's bird count, said more unusual 
i birds were spotted this year, like a 
blue jay, an anna hummingbird, a 
towhee, and a house finch. 
Weismiller couldn't say why these 
birds were still in Terrace instead of in 
warmer skies further south. 
"It could be because of the mild 
weather earlier on this winter," she 
said, "but it's hard to say." 
On count day, 12 locals surveyed a
designated circle of. land 15 miles in 
diameter. The group tried to cover as 
much ground as possible within a 24. 
hour period. 
Another five people watched their 
feeders from their homes. 
Weismiller said clear and sunny 
skies allowed for a successful bird 
count his Chrislmas. 
Last year, 'cold temperatures and a 
nasty wiudehill kept people in their 
ears on count day, resulting in fewer 
birds seen (about 2000). 
This year, about 2,300 birds were 
spotted, Weismiller said, including 48 
different species. 
On count day, bird watchers aw 84 
robins, 91 varied thrush and 89 swans 
(77 at Lakelse Lake and 12 at Kalum 
Lake). 
Although scientists agree the bird 
count is a very low-teeh survey, it is 
an inexpensive way to gather eliable 
information. 
TERRACE CONCERT SOCIETY 
• e Wy rd Sisters  ckstart, th r 
THE NAME OF their tive, their thoughtful about the 1989 massacre moon. 
group may be weird, but lyrics can strike of the 14 women killed in The Sisters have three 
their music certainly audiences with hard- Montreal, AIDS, stalking, independent recordings: 
isn't. hitting political and social and about clear-cutting. Leave A Little Light 
iThe~. , : ~ Wyrd Sisters' messages. : old-grow~th forests. (1993), Inside i The " 
qmque ~blend ~ of f01k .... Sometimes cal led a A~:ord!n=g to  band Dreaming (!995)i and i  
music is coming to the feminist band, because of members the word wyrd Raw Voice, released in 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Jan. 
9. 
• ;While the Winnepeg 
tiio's harmonies are gen- 
tl~, sensitive and seduc- 
the feminist bent of some 
of their Songs, the Sisters 
don't shy away from 
women's issues. 
They have written songs 
comes from a reference to 
an ancient goddess who 
represented the circle of 
life and the phases of the 
(1997). 
Tickets cost $23.50 and 
are available at Erwin's 
in the Skeena Mall. 
: S oP slld'?? away' ] 
liPI:RR , hi aughterl Claire, 10, zoomed downthe hill on Tuck 
J:Ave on their Finnish luge. They were the fasted sled on the stre0L 
Betty Campbell gave Chris Hansen, Laurie Undstrom and Allison Johanser 
poinsettias to recognize their work for the Greater Terrace Beautification Society. 
Keeping, Terrace beautiful 
YVONNE MOEN , 
CHILIS HANSEN, Betty 
Campbell, Laurie Lindstrom 
and Allison Johansen are 
four very dedicated 
volunteers who work hard 
all year long to improve the 
look of Terrace. 
Their projects have 
certainly made the city snore 
beautiful. 
Once a year, members of 
Prince Ruper t ' s  
H OTEL  
H£ART 
• 'hND $1~OK[ 
~/ f f lON OF 
B.C.. & YUKON 
Please mail your donation to: 
Box 22 ,  
Terrace, B.C, VSG 4~O. 
Anne Evans  638-1966 
In Memoriam Gifts fund vital heart 
and stroke research and health 
promotion programs 
Please print the name of the deceased 
or person honoured; the name/ 
address of the next of kin for card; and 
your name]address for tax receipt (Visa 
and M/C accepted). ....... 
,i 
r race   tz-Povertv 
f i ve  locations 
five great . . 
, .  weeKena 
getaways* 
,Victoria . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $59  
Burnaby . . . . . . . . . . .  $69 
Kelowna . . . . . . . . . . .  $59 
Kamloops . . . . . . . . . . .  $59  
Vancouver ,A irport . . .  $79 
j 
call toll Oee for reservations 
~-8oo-663-o=98 
*Includes o~ night accommodation. Single 
or double occupancy and 
' continental breakfast f0r t'wo. 
" Subject to taxes and evaiiabilit~ . 
Valid Fri., Sat., Sun. Oct. 30198 to Mar. 28/99 
I 
I lNN I  
the Greater Terrace Beauti- 
fication Society treat them. 
selves to a Christmas dimler 
to celebrate the volunteers 
who make a difference in 
the city. 
A t  this dinner, on behalf 
of our society, Betty Camp-  
bell l)resented Chris Hansen, 
Laurie Lindstrom and Al- 
lison Johansen with lovely 
poinsettias to thank them for 
their hard work. 
I would like to invite any- 
one who is interested to join 
the Greater Terrace Beauti- 
fication Society. 
Our first meeting in 1999 
will be held Thursday, Jan. 
7 at 7 p.m. at City Hall in 
the council room. For more 
information call Betty 
Campbell ;it 635-5221. 
If anyone would like to 
share a story with me or has 
a celebration coming up, 
please phone me, Yvotme, 
at 638-0423. 
A very happy New Year 
to a l l . .  
O%. 
Al l  G i f tware  and  G i f tpacks  
• P ic ture  F rames  
• G lassware  
• Ha i r  Accessor ies  
• Cand les  
and  so  much more!  
HAIR GALLERY 
47m WT. AW 635"3729 
December 16, 1998 at 9:57 p,m, 
Weight: 5 lbs. Sex: Male 
Parents: Terry Lleweflyn & Keren 
Arthur 
K~by's Name: 
Daylon Bell 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 22, 1998 at I 1:01 .qm, 
Weight: 7 Ibs 7 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Fred Johnson & laverne Bell 
De,:ember 25, 1998 at 8:18 e.rn. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: David Cote & Tina Stanza] 
Baby's Name: 
Sabdna T ylor Jade Stcwens 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 26, 1998 ai 2:30 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs 2 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: John Rt'vens & Pauh Clayton 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwa=tea 
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Have The New Years Baby 
And receive 
.~, :.:::-: :2  Tickets ~ : ,
tO the Tillicum Twin Theatre 
For  A FREE N ight  Out !  
~ ~ T i l l i cum Twin  Theat re  ~, 4720 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Ph  635-7469 Movie Enquiries 
~ $25.00 
Gift Cert i f icate 
Glass Sl ipper 
Br ida l  Boutique 
4605 Lazelle Avenue 
Ph: 635-6966 
..:::' 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
Ph: 635-6371 Or 1-800-54:9-5552 
~o n gratu la tio ns / 
To The First Baby of 1999 
You will receive one 
Free Birth 
Announcement! 
Pl,~n~,~ h~.~e o ' "rkl~l~'111~al~ 
¢Onllmlulollonsl 
First Baby of 1999 and parents  
You will 
receive a 12 
pmce party 
platter and 
one dozen 
cookies! 
_ _ r 'nq  , . , ; ' )  
4744 Lakelse Ave, Terrace 635-1994 
Be the very first born in 1999 at Mills Memorial 
Hospital in Terrace and receive great gifts from 
the following participating merchants. 
4652 
kazelle Avenue 635,4997 
Best Wishes 
for First Baby 
of 1999 
Overwa=tea II .
Congratu la t ions  
~..*:}~ $~: .a~ .~:.~:~*~:.'~:.:.~: : .':',~> . ~::::: :: :::;:::: ~ ::: ::s:::::~: ::::.::::~:.:a:~ 
~,...:.:~.~i:.~'~ .:.:.:,:.z.:..x.,:.,.::::~:~.:.~.:~.x.~:.:,:.:..:.::.: :#~.: : , : . . :~:. , . : : : : : : . .x ~.: . : . : : . . : , .x.  • . : . : , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .~  ~.,:.. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  
House of Sim-Oi-Ghets 
West Kalum Rd. 638-1629 
Congratulat]onst 
o The First Baby of 1999 
You will receive one 
5 Year Term Deposit 
• worth $100.00, in t rus t  
We ~ ~°~,  ,,,,, " ~gt__oyou: , ..~ 
Terrace & District Credit Union " "  
.. 465o La~.ene Avenue, Terrace 
i 
Congratulations! 
Ter race  Co-op  
Building Supplies Farm & Garden Centre 
2912 Molitor St 4617 Greig Ave 
Terrace Terrace 
635-9595 635-3684 
Congratulations![ 
First Baby of 1999! I 
You will receive a 
$15 00 I 
gift certificate to McDonald's 
i~ i 
4740 Lakelse Avenue,Terrace 
Ph: 638-8830 
Welcomes 
First Baby of '99l 
For being #1 you will receive 
your first Beannie Baby! 
Gemma's m an official Beannie Baby 
distributor. Come on in and check 
them out, whi le supplies last. 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 635-3392 
Congratulations! 
To the 1999 New Years Baby! 
You will receive a 
Gift Package 
The Terrace Sta ndard, Wednesday , January 6, 1999- B5 
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Congratulations 
First Baby of Iqqq 
You wi l l  
: rece ive  f rom : :  
Northern  
Healthcare,  
"The First Years" 
Crisp & Clear Plus 
Rechargeable 
Baby Monitor. 
Northern 
Healthcare 
#100-4634 Park Avenue, Terrace Ph: 615-5151 
Who Will Be The 
First Baby Of 19997 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classif ied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 o.m. for all d isolay and cla#sified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE B.C.VSG 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready, 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS RUN IN OBITUARIES 
"/'.Standard &Weekend Advertiser $25,50 for 3 inches 
1 Week CSland~d &~vem~o,) $12.00 (+tax) *Additional t$7.00 
3 weeks (Standard S Advertiser)S19,99(+tax) per column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Addilional words (over 20) 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $13.30 per column Inch 
*Additional t $7.00 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of  the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION ADS 
Over 30 Classifications! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Renl 
40 Commercial Space For Rent 
45 Vacation Spots 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent MIsc 
70 For Sale Mlsc 
71 Electronics 
72 Furniture & Appliances 
80 Wanted Misc 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Birthday & Anniversary 
245 Announcements 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Business Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Child Care 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. ' 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit. classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will ba destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
~1 claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is egreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advedlsing space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the arnount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone __Start  Date  # of Insertions Terrace Standard #__Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICAT ION.  Credit  Card No. Expiry Date " . 
r"z V ISA ,  E3 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW-  ONE WORD PER SPACE 
6 
11 
16  
12  
17  
3 
8 
13  
18  
12 .15  12 ,30  12 .45  
1 2 .90  13 .05  13 .20  
SIT .NDARD 
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St,, Terrace, B.C. VBG 5R2 
,4 
9 
14  
19  
S 
10  
15  
20  - $12 .00  
12 .60  12 .7F  
13 .35  13 .50  
For  longer ad, ,lease use a separate sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
2400 SQ.FT. home on 2 levels. 
4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath, plus 
den, basement 3/4 finished with 
6 person sauna, wood fireplace 
up, new NG fireplace down, c/w 
f/s,dw, Lg full sun deck, Ig work 
shop, garden shed, fully fenced 
yard, 4 fruit trees, garden, roof 
2 yrs old, many current 
renovations, lot 84x136, close 
to Uplands School. Asking 
169,900.open to offers Phone 
635-3763 to view. 
3 BDR 1150 sq. ft. 2 1/2 bath. 
New furnace, h/w tank, main 
bath. Very private lot. Full base- 
ment 60% finished. E/C. A steal 
at $109,000. 635-2280 or 
(250) 563-7666. 
3 BEDROOMS, N/G, fireplace, 
partial basement, large fenced 
yard, fruit Irees, and much 
more. 2811 Molitor St. Asking 
$109,000. 635-2598. 
5 BEDROOM house on .9 acr- 
es in .city limits, approx. 1250 
sq.ft, over a full finished base- 
ment. 1 1/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, 
w/fridge, stove & built in dish- 
washer. $150,000. Call Jan at 
635-1132 or 250-564-8138. 
BUILDING FOR sale or lease. 
e retail locat ion,  .: #1065 
' Street; Smithers, B.C. , 
4136 sq.ft, concrete block build- 
in~]. Prii~e: $240,000.00. Lease: 
$8.00 per sq.ft. Call 250-845- 
3465. 
~Sherr~ Anderson" 
Notary Public 
Real Eslate, 
Conveyanclng 
wigs, " 
&~oile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
Notorizafions 
4921 Gair Avenue ;' 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K| 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
~.~ Fax: (250) 635-5926 j 
$163,000.00 
5244 Mountain Vista Driv 
A well mainlained home Iocaled on Ihe 
bemh, dose to the college, on o felly 
landscaped, fenced corner Iot (70x100). 
1he 1300 sq. fool hoose feofures: 
5 bedrooms, 21/2 balhrooms, formal 
lounge, nice kilchen, seporofe laundry 
(upstoin), fom=ly area in finished base- 
menl, decks front and back, workshop In
b0semool 
Callto vie,:. 635-4123 (H) 
638-1965 (Bus. 9 am- 5:30 pro) 
Your Welcome 
fWagon Hostess 
r Terrace, B.C. 
is: 
Tilly 
851-2670 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
JbUSt had a new 
aby, are getling 
married, or  start- 
ing a new busi- 
ness, just give me 
a call. 
LARGE SPLIT level home, 
1946 square feet, 4 appliances, 
fireplace, central vac, deck, fin- 
ished basement, double paved 
drive, double garage/openers, 4
bathrooms, den, fenced back- 
yard, 5 bedrooms. Many other 
extras. Reduced to $171,500. 
Or will trade for smaller house. 
Call 638-8069. 
OLDER HOME in horseshoe. 
Close to shopping and schools. 
Selling below appraised value. 
Affordable home. Asking 
$93,500 obo. Call 638-1648 for 
more info. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
1971 LEADER 12x60 mobile 
home in Pine Park. New carpet, 
new windows & siding. 4 appL 
optional. Priced tosell. $18,500. 
635-2126. 
THORNHILL~RAILER PARK' 
MOBILE HOME PADS 
AV.~JLABLE 3117 Clark Sheet 
formerly Westworld Trailer Park 
New Ownership - Taking Ap~io=llons 
Call 635-6352 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BASEMENT suite for single 
working person. Also 1 Condo 
apt., no lOOtS, 635-5693. 
1 BDR duplex with F/S in town. 
No pets. 635-5464. 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 638- 
7737. 
14)(70. 3 bdrm 2 bath trailer on 
private lot in Jackpine Flats. 
$750/month. Available Feb 
1/99. Call 635-5913. 
2 - 4 bdrm units on Southside. 
NG heat & hot water included. 
Upper duplex: $850/mo. Lower 
unit $700/mo. Ref & dep m- 
cluired. Ph. 798-9554. 
2 BDR apt. Laundry facilities on 
site. Avail imm. $575 month 
plus D.D. 635-6824. 
2 BDR town house. F.S suitable 
for professional couple. Raf. 
reqd. No pets. 635-3796. 
2 BDR unit In town house. F/S. 
W/D hookup. No pets please.' 
635-5213. 
2 BDRM apt, Quiet & clean. 
Basketball, raquetball court, 
plus volleyball. References re- 
quired, $500/month. Option to 
• purchase, Newly renovated. 
635-0562 or 615-6762. 
2 BDRM house In Thornhill.. 
Available Jan  1/99. Fenced 
yard, garage, f/s, laundry avail- 
able, $650/month & damage. 
Pets welc0me. Call 635-5678. 
2 BDRM house on Queensway. 
Available Jan 15. $600/m + utili- 
ties. Pets ok. Phone 635-3901 
(eveninqs) 
2 BDRM traile~ in quiet park, 4 
app, $575/month, 635-2126. 
Available Immediately. 
2 BDRM trailer In Thornhlll. 
$450/month plus damage de- 
posit, No pets. 635-9530. 
3 BDR basement suite, like new 
F/S, W/D, 12x12 storage, Incl. 
large yard. Close to downtown. 
N/S, N/P $700 month, 635- 
5459; 
3 BDR duplex. Medeek Ave. 
F/S, w/d, dw, N/G fireplace, 
$950 month plus d,d. Ref reqd. 
638-8084 or 9-5 638-1885. 
3 BDR home in horeheshoe, 
Large private yard, paved drive. 
A l l  appL N/G heat, $750 plus 
D.D. Ref reqd. 638.1622, 
3 BDR house at 4623 GoBlet, 
Terrace. Needs handyman, Will 
take rent off for work done, Call 
Sandy collect at (250)621-2032. 
3 BDR house, 2 bath garage 
and fenced yard wi th5 appL 
Ref reqd, 635-3909, 
3 BDRM home on Queensway. 
Avail immed. 2 bdrm duplex on 
1/2 acre. Avail immed. Refer- 
ences. 2 bdrm apts avail now. 
References. From $499/mo. 3 
bdrm home on Ig lot at Lakelse 
Lake. Avail now. References. 
638-7144 or 638-0371. 
46% LESS rainfall than Kitlmat 
at Boulderwood MHP in 
Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
per month you can own Instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- 
APT. 202-4614 Greig Ave. 1 
bdrm batchelor suite. F]S, w/d 
inc. Available Jan. 1/99. Phone 
635-5070 or 632-7502. 
ARIZONA, LUXURY Winter 
Rentals. 1, 2, 3 bedrooms, fur- ' 
nished, Scotsdala, Biitmore, 
Gainey Ranch, weekly, month- 
ly, beginning @ $800/wk US, 
McFarland Resort Leasing. 1- 
800-381-2410; (602)381-0049.. 
YR old3 bdr 1 1/2bath 3 
story town house. N/G. Close to 
school & hospital. Avail Feb 1. 
$600 month. 635-9467. 
FOR RENT 2 bdr suite and 1 
bdr suite centrally located. Avail 
imm. For more into phone 635- 
6611. 
FOR RENT, main floor, 3 bed- 
room, 2 pce ensuite, sundeck, 
horseshoe location. Rent in- 
AVAIL IMMED. two 2 bdr units eludes all utilities. $800 per 
with utilities. Like new. Clean. month. References required. 
N/S, upper Thornhill. 635-3756. 635-5754. 
1182. . . . .  HOUSE FOR rent. Available 
11 T ING lU January 1, 1999. Van Horn Summit Square I HUN TON Frontage Road, "l'eikwa, B.C. 
Four bedroom, fridge/stove. 
Apartments I tl APARTMENTS Ill 2000 sq.ft. Screened in sun 
room, patio. On three areas, 1 & 2 Bedroom I JJJ Taking Applications Ill large landscaped yard. $850 
Units (Ill Now Irl 250-845-3465. per month, plus utilities. Call 
• Quiet & CI--'~-an I for 1 & 2 ~ unit. 
• No Pets | I~ Bedroom suites HI Very clean. Southside. Avail 
• Ample Parking | HI • Clean, quiet renovated suites IH Feb. 1. $800 month. 635-2932. 
• Laundry Facilities | 
• Close to Schools & l ]lJ"~plep=king Ill 
Hospital | I~ "Laund~/facitit~°neac~fl°°r I l CUNTON MANOR 
• OnBusRoute | ~ . Close to schools & downtown [l[~ 
HI • On bus route Ill WE ARE TAKING 
• Security Entrance | ~1" Security entrance 'Ill' APPUCATIONS FOR A 
• On site Building Manager | I~* On site management Ill BACHELOR SUffE 
• Basketball,Volleyball & | 
RacquetballCourts I gl'N°~ III *420.00 month. 
lU "References required , Ilk 
ASk forMonica Warner I IJl To view call Ill No Pets, Jill " Irr references required= Call: 635-4478 638 1748 Phone 635-3475 
NEW 2 bdr Condo, 4822 La- 
zelle 1/2 blk from town, F/S, 
Dw, w/d, gas fireplace nip, n/s. 
Available immediately 638- 
0046. 
NEW 5 bedroom house in New 
Hazelton. Garage, laundry facil- 
ity. No pets. References re- 
quired. $850/mo plus utilities. 
638-7718. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bdr 
12x70 trailer on private fenced 
lot in Thornhill. New appl. Ref- 
erence required. Damage de- 
posit. No pets, party or loud mu- 
sic. $650 per month plus utili- 
ties. 635-9899. 
ONE 3 bdr duplex near town. 
$800 month. One 3 bdr town- 
house on Southside. $650 
month. 635-2479. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
QUIET, CLEAN 2 bdr apt. close 
to school and town. Security an- 
trance. Laundry facility. Rat 
recld. 635-5653. 
ROOMATE WANTED to sham 
house In horseshoe. N/S, $375 
includes utilities. Has w/d. 638- 
7225 leave mess. 
STUDIO SUITES right down-  
town. Perfect ~for single ~person :
or working couple. Secured 
building. We pay heat. Laundry 
facilities on premise. Avail 
immed. 635-7585. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
the discerning renter. Near new, 
quiet, on site manager. Five ap- 
pliances, gas fireplace, minis- 
trorage. No pets. References 
required. $750/month. Call 635- 
4954 or 638-2071. 
TWO BEDROOM bright spa- 
cious basement suite. $550 
month, heat included. 635- 
7714. 
Would you like a landlord 
who treab you as a valued 
customer? If so, fry usl 
Available Feb 1, 1999. 
Beautiful 3-Bedroom Suite. 
Bright, newly renovated suite. 
Washer/Dryer. Nice yards 
with gardens. Close to schools 
and downtown. 
$675/menlh 
Call 638-1797 
T 
! 
55'6 (,M~) 
main  leve l  1296 eq. f t .  
No.  98-1692 
! I COTTAGE FOR FRONT SLOPING VIEW LOT 
• llyo~lotst0pmtothefmntandenjoy=avlewinthatdlrection, th/s rnay be the plan for you, ~ I  
• The prow h'ent reatuxes e well of wlxtdowa extendIpg a fuU two sote~, to ensuce view from both the loft and the ]lvtng renm. 
• The huge deck can be acees~ from the dJn/ng or muter bedroom; besides providing outdoor lJvh~ space to the view, it also shet. i .  
ters the lower level entry Erom the element~. 
• For the expm~lon minded the phm celb for the lower level foyer to be F, nl~ed with a complete ,nfinbhed basement available for , '  
To recelve a 256 p~ge book featurln 8 over 300 beautifully ~u~tz~ted home end cottese plans, in¢ludin~ this duig~ for only $935 
(Indudlng sldppln 8, l~mdl/ng and taxes) menUon th~ newapaper atwww.sele~taplan.co~ or caLl toU-fren ~.800-6E3-6739 or fax (604) : 
251.3212. We'aecept ViM/M~tereard/AMBX. To use cheque or money order, make payable to DenlSn for Living, e/o this newspaper, , 
#301, 611 A]exa.nder Street, Vancouver, B.C., V6A tel. 
~ - - -  - -  T , ,~1  [ - ho0r==,,,s p 
I= .  
J 
7 
I 
T ......... , , I I  
upper  l eve l  396  eq . f t .  
House Plans Available Through 
'l ace 3.i]de  
])ot:l;emzl;ez 
~ .  terracebuilders@osg.net I~1~11 
1-800-470 DO IT 11MT~,~ " 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
4423 Railway Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L9 
Ph: (250) ~ :~ 
635-2801 
Fax: (250) 
635-3612 
Bathroom Vanities ,ram 
Kitchen Cabinets 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-635-2801 .~ 
R, Price & Sons Ltd, 
For more information about 
 adverhsing in this, irectory 
Northwest Ti le 6, Marb le  
SALES AND INSTALLATIONS " 
25 Y¢ars EXl~,y~nce 
Ceramic file,/v~ble and G/ass Bloc~ 
Phone: 635-9280 
Fax: 615-0022 
GARY CHRISTIANSEN 
Come see us at our gEW Iocationl 
4038 Motz  Rd. Uni t  #10 
On t,me and on budget 
"t Home renovations • New home construction ~ < 
Commercial construction g 
.1" Certified Blue ~ax~ rigld E~am/concrete installation "L 
"~ BC-certified builder .~  
Member: New Home Warranty program 
e ase call Patricia at 
iii /!ii!i ii ,.¢ 638"7283 : ~I ~ Building a Reputation for Quality I j- Tel/fax 635,6244 ml- 
IOOMMATE WANTED, non 
moker to share small house 
)ueensway area. Phone 635. 
;237. 
|PAClOUS 3 bdrm 2 bath du. 
,lex In quiet family nelghbour. 
Odd on Terrace Bench, C/w 
t/d, f/s, dishwasher, 16x25 
undeck, high vaulted ceilings 
~ith rock fireplace. $750/month, 
tall or leave message. 635. 
2114. Available Jan 1/99. 
INIQUE BACHELOR A-Frame 
~ouse. With loft bdr. N/S. Avail 
tan 1. $400. 638-8656. 
: :RECREAT ION'  :: 
:,:: VEHICLES:: , ' 
• : , , , ,  
l RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACF 
AJmarlin OuHding 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500 sq.h. ReIo~ or Office, C-round 
1,000 sq.h. to 1,500 sq.Ft. 0~cn 2nd Floor 
Ph: 635-7191 
Bug deflector for a Ford 
Aerostar 1990-97. $50. Call 
635-3763. 
18 INCH wheelchair. $800 obo. 
Phone 250-635.2916 'ask for 
Dave or view at 4821 Loan Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
i FORD .:. 
7MM STW Custom built. 700 
BBL c/w 3.5x10x50 Variex 3 Lu- 
paid, Harris biped, reloading 
dies, and 200 brass, some re- 
loaded. Phone 635-0164. 
CROSS COUNTRY skis & 
mens boots size 8. 2 dmssem, 
2 table lamps, 1 floor lamp, 3 
piece luggage set. 2 drawer le- 
gal filing cabinet. Nishiki 18 
speed mountain bike. 635- 
5789. 
DEMOLITION SALVAGE view- 
ing. Interested parties are invit- 
ed to attend a viewing of the 
Old Williams Lake stockyards, 
Regarding the demolition, sal- 
vage and cleanup of the old 
stockyard facility. Date: Jan. 14, 
1999. Time: 1:30 p.m. Place: 
Old stockyards, South Lake- 
side, Williams Lake, B.C. Bids 
will be considered only from 
parties or their agents in atten- 
dance at the viewing. For fur- 
ther information contact; Tim 
Ralph. Phone/Fax 250-620- 
3653. 
;M• : 
Hitachi compact disc stereo 
system with double cassette. 
$200. 638-0640. 
SNOWPLOWS FITTED for 
loader-buckets, forklifts, swivel- 
ing. Custom designed. Save 
time. Save money. Plow your 
own lot without delay! Contact 
Jeffrey S. or Doug E. (604)514- 
8326. 
STORE FIXTURES for sale. 
Sales counter with cash drawer 
$100; 6'x2' lighted glass display 
case With ~ tower $350; 5 wood- 
en shelvingUnits $35 each; 
plexiglass pocketbook spinner 
$35; 8 deluxe resin patio chairs 
$25 each. Phone 845-2739 or 
view at Brewstir's Books in 
Houston. 
TWO COMPLETE jujitsu gi's. 
Will fit children 7 to preteen. 
$45 each. Uke new. 635-4779. 
i 
' tlool Tables 
Video Games 
Pinball, etc. 
Sales and Service. 
Call Rob at 638-1162• 
230. PERSONALS • IMPORTS 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
lVlUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
:280:.BUSlNEss:.: .. 
• , : :SERVICES: !: : 
, • .: , . , 
I Phone 635-5333 [ ~ AskForTony j 
'q"ae Keys To Safe Driving" 
Gift Certificates[ 
Looking for that hard 
to find gift for 
Christmas, Birthdays 
or Graduation 
• Assessments . 
• Evaluations 
Terrace, KILimat, 
YOUR NEW Years resolution 
plus our delicious, high-nutrient, 
low calorie products equals a 
slimmer you. Call Mary. Decker 
Lake, B.C. 1-250-698-7319. We 
ship anywhere. 
t 
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs. 
(250) 573-2054. 
WANTED NINTENDO 64 
games. 12 yr old has saved to 
buy the system and now wants 
.qames to plavl 635-4779. 
; ;90. CARS FOR 
/ii::~i SAke ~ i! III!I 
' -i" :' "',,: ": ::;..'::.*. 
1988 DODGE Aries. G/C. Auto, 
4 door. Stereo cassette. $1900. 
627-4305. 
:i00::~,~R U OK S F .0R  
:.:.¢ .., -, ..... ,..!:: =... :..~.. : .:.,. :: 
1978 INTERNATION 5 ton 
aulo, cab over cube van. Under 
100,000 km. Good condition. 
$4000. 1-250-692-3178 days, 
692-7601 eve. 
1980 GMC 3/4 ton P.U. 350 V8. 
Excellent operating condition. A 
.clreat drive. $2500. 635-4779. 
1986 BLAZER S-10, 4x4, V6, 
auto, new paint, good shape, 
$3900 obo. GM 14 bold 3/41, 
pose, c/w tires 4:10 ratio, new 
crown & pinion. $375 obo. Call 
1-250-845-2160. 
93 CHEV Blazer 4x4, 4-door, 
loaded, 4.3L engine. $13,300. 
1990 GMC 2500 van, 5.0L en- 
gine, new rad, c/w shelving, 
cabinet, $7400. 847-1822. 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
Yamaha Snowblowers 
6-Shp Starting from 
LOOKING FOR a new jet boat? 
This 20 ft. Marathon will carry a 
bigger load farther, faster on 
less fuel with twin engine ran- 
ability. Powered by Twin 175 
Mercury Sportjets. Brand new 
w/new engine warranty. Phone 
847-4064. 
1988 PEERLESS dog logger 
with telescopic reach, fifth 
wheel, load pipe $5000 obo. 1- 
250-698-7401. 
IRE OR sale, 1990 D6H cat, 
5000hrs, cliff steer, D.A.T. 
blade, Balderson log-grapple, 
c/w full guarding, heated, en- 
closed, R.O.P.S, brush blade, 
V-blade, T.T.S, Delta disc 
trencher, power heads, U/C 
90%, W.O. available, Very 
clean, ready to skid or disc 
trench. (250)845-7518, cell # 
(250)845-8234. 
REGISTERED AUSTRALIAN 
Shepherd puppies for sale. En- 
thusiastic companions, obedi- 
ence, show or working. Ready 
for new homes Dec. 19, 1998. 
250-846-9149. 
CAGEN CONTRACTING LTD. 
HAY AND GRAIN SALES. 
Glen 638-0254, 
CATTLE DOG competition 
PGX Barn NN- $30 - PN - $40. 
Open $50. 8 am sharp January 
9. Phone 250-971-2205 for 
more information. 
FEED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Into and to order 1-250-694- 
3500. Southside Feeds. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs: Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
THE TACK Store has moved to 
Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. 
Call 1-888-686-1566 or 846- 
9863. 
ATV Snowblade Kits 
Starting at 
,$475.oo 
All Makes & Models 
400 TONS, grass and alfalfa, 
this year and last year, large 
round bales. $30-$70 per ton. 
Phone 846-5728. 
HAY FOR sale. Phone days 
567-4201 or eves 567-9856. 
.... New 1999 
. MM700 Mountain Max. 
In Stock Now 
Come in and see the 
New Phazer 500 
Snowmobile 
1991J Enticer 410CC 
Reverse, 2 up seat 
FOUND YOUNG male grey 
white cat. Very affectionate. 
Near health unit. 635-1241 (H) 
or 638-2223 (w). 
LOST BLACK back pack con- 
taining camera, wallet, thermos, 
gloves, etc from Shames Moun- 
tain Ski Lodge Sunday Dec. 20, 
635-5010. 
LOST. DEC. 9. 1 gray Wagner 
12V. Cordless drill in front of 
White Spot Restaurant. 635- 
4348 
1993 Exciter II 
ST Long Track 
Come in and see the all new 
1999 Yamaha 
Grizzly 600cc ATV 
1996 Arctic Cat 
1997 Arctic Cat Panther 
2- up Seat, Reverse 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
o,946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
1992 WILDCAT 700. 1900 
miles. Mint condition. 
AREYOUSAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even Just to talk. 
Battering is not o,kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at yeu 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
Them are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
ATTRACTIVE S/W lady, non- 
smoker is seeking to find a 
'good, kind sincere white male 
(42-55) for friendship and fun. 
Send your particulars about 
yourself to Box #131 c/o Ter- 
race Standard. Include phone 
number and return address, 
then we'll talk. 
Pipes/cover. $4000 obo. 1-250- 
BC'S LARGEST Chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-chat. 18+ 
CANADA'S #1 Psychic 1-900- 
451-7711. $3,29/min. 
HOT HOT Hotflf Lonely? 
Alone? Connect with bored 
housewives, singles, couples & 
gays in your town tonight. 1- 
900-830-2222 code #25 adults 
only. 18+. $2.99/min. 24hm, 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found ~help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533, 
MALE ORGAN enhancement, 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement, 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. Free 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557, Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit website 
www.drioelkaplan.com. 
XXX LIVE 24hr 18+, 1-888-913- 
8122 cc. billing. 1-900-870- 
2740 ph. bnnn.q 
nancy is planned, its colk;d 
"a baby", when a pregnancy 
is inconvenient, it's call~ 
"unwanted tissue". 
Terace Pm-IJfe, Box 852, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4R1 
.PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
. LIVE & PERSONAL 
UTSD #1 IN CANADA 
EVANLY UYS TALK 
LIVE ! ON 1 
KoMel" ~ =r ACCUUTe 
I CAREER "FS¥CIIICS 
I 11-9OO-45 i -40~ 
!] 24, BR$. $2.99/min - In÷ 
r 
loan DavisMcKenzie 
April, 15 1939 :. 
December 13 1998 
I /  ife, Mother, Friend 
Thank You 
¢e wish to express ou 
~cere appreciation ar 
inks to ~ose who we 
supportive during ar 
tier Joan's illness witl" 
"Is, flowers, phone ca 
~me visits, food, hugs 
and prayers. 
A special thank you to 
Mary .Ann Burdett, Chad 
F. Meek, Morgo Skead, tl 
Home Care Nurses, !)rsu 
Mackman, & Beth Jarret 
Dr. Peter Ha X, Father Jo= 
Smith, Roya/Canadian 
Legion, and Ladies 
Auxiliary to Branch 13. 
From AI McKenzie & 
Daughters, Lisa (Dan) 
We r 
sincere nd 
thanks re 
so nd 
aft h
card Fl lls, 
home , 
) 
'~es 
lhe 
Aa 
0 F It, 
an
l
Beaulae and Rick Davis. 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's todayl 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avnable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Cariboo. Call 
1/800/625-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may aDAIr. 
r/. ~!~,i:~..:~.: = Tar  Benders  ~,! . ;  Bartending Services 
i ~ -~: ; : ' •N°w faking bookings for 
H i  ~ ,~. , :~ Chrlslmas & New Year's parties 
~ .Um=~ S ceAvoilohro 
[ ]  ~ ~ •Casual or Black T~e 
i •Host or No Host Bar Service 
BB For more into 
Call Karen at 635-3763 
In eovlng memow q
SUSAN GAlL 
GOODMANSON 
September 9, 19.46 - 
January 4, 1998 
One year ago you were suddenly coiled 
away; Our hearts were dearly broken 
Memories remain our cherished token. 
You were gone so suddenly, we never 
had a chance to soy goodbye 
There eta so many times we 
wonder why. 
Losing you ~es heartache, but you are 
now el rest 
V~en God chose you, he chose lhe best. 
Love from Mom and 
all your family 
In Loving M,'mory of 
Bern: April 15, 1939 
Died.- December 13, ! 998 
Joan was born in Uepzig, Sosk anc 
grew up in Melf0rl Sask. ~e joined I 
Canadian Air Force in 1957 end afle 
her service Joan moved f0 Terrace in 
1962. She has now ioined her Perenk 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday , January 6, 1999- B7 
illion Ca 
Memorial Service 
~e Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 
Terrace, 8C 
Thursday, December 171h, 1998 
Off]dating: 
Charles E Meek 
Eulogy: 
Mary Ann~urdett 
Interment el Cremains: 
Took place on W ednesdoy, 
December 16th, 1998 
Terrace Municipal Cemetery ) 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress, no equity-security, 
good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval, immediate relief. Ha- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
7~'7-0747. Licensed ,~ Bonde~. 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon m- 
quest, black lie or casual ev- 
ents. Call TAR ~ for 
pricing and reservation informa- 
tion, 635-3763. Now taking res- 
ervations for Christmas parties, 
space is limited. Book now so 
you don't have to worry later. 
• DRIVEWAYS • 
PARKING LOTS 
SIDE WALKS 
GEIER BROTHERS 
CONTRACTING 
SNOW REMOVAL 
COMPLETE SERVICE 
Phone Cosoy at: 
638-8124 or 
mobile 638-5832 .~ 
SMITHERS BASED TRUCK- 
ING COMPANY looking for full 
or partial backhauls from any- 
where in Alberta or Saskatche- 
wan to deliver anywhere from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
847-4083. 
TUTORING AVAILABLE! I am 
available to tutor grades 1-8 in 
a variety of classes and have 4 
years experience. Don't delay 
get your chld the help they 
need nowl Early detection is the 
key to successfully hetping a 
struggling child, Call Kelly at 
635-9032 eveninqs. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep. 
ing irequimments, 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.com 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO. 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
A BIG 7 figure income. Only 6 
goal oriented people with burn- 
ing desire needed. Support, full 
training. $2000 start-up. Mostly 
recovered in 3-6 weeks. No 
MLM. 1-800-791-1976 (24hrs). 
BIGGER BE'n'ER BREASTS. 
Ladies - thought of surgical im- 
plants or reductions. Stopl 
"Definition" increases size, firms 
& lifts 100% naturally. Money 
back guarantee, Call Leanne 
toll free 1-888-201-8332. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, 
3 business all under 1 mot, with 
'rental unit. Laundry, videos & 
delivery service, for more into 
call 635-0607. 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY 
Kootenays. Highly respected 
national fast food franchise lo- 
cated In S.E.B.C, Very good 
growth opportunity for owner 
operator, 2 excellent locations;. 
Will sell as package or sepa- 
rote. These franchises are rare- 
ly offered for sale. Fax your par- 
ticulars to Kootenay Opportunity 
1-604-855-9953, 
HOLIDAY CREDIT card blues? 
Develop your own business, 
your hours, your profits, incred- 
ible discounts, no quolas. Join 
Avon now. Call today. Sharon 
638-7699. 
INDEPENDANT TUPPER. 
WARE manager with Tupper- 
warn Pacific. Karen Mattheis. 
635-7810. Interested in parties, 
sales, service & recruitinq. 
PERFECT PART-time home 
businessl 2 hours/day earns 
you $2k-$201dmonth. Hand~-on 
training, 24 hr message. 800- 
!' 299-5001ext. 15207. 
i' TFIE PN~iPERED chef, North: 
America's premier direct seller 
of high quality kithcen tools 
needs Consultants. Low start- 
up (money back guaranteel), 
support, flexible hours, tax ben- 
efits. Excellent earnings + bo- 
nuses, awards, tripsl (250)388- 
7213, mikedwin@coastnet.com . 
POTATO CHIPS 
Limited no. of 
distributorships are now 
available. Ground floor 
opportunily, no selling. 
Be your own boss. Min. 
investment $16,800. 
For information 
package call: 
1-888-335.7533 
WESTERN STAR 'TRUCKS 
PARTS & SERVICE DEALER 
NADINA W 
TRUCK 
SERVICE , LTD. 
8,~5-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave., Houston B.C 
Noble  @ 
Mechan ica l  
: Truck, Trailer, Auto ReFmirs 
Steel & Aluminum Fabricatior, 
: Snowmobile Trailers, Decks and accessories 
Rates starting $35/hr 
615-9944 cell 
Mike Metcalfe 635.7684 shop 
Certified H/D Mechanic 635.6758 home 
Prince RupeJd; 695-6653. ~ . . . . . . .  
l~°ll Free 1"8°°'66~7998 1996 440 Jag Arctic Cat 850 me, .~1~ ~ , ! ?  S ~ V z c ~  
P]~Fam 635.'75;]~., Excellent shape, Asking $4100. CLEtu.'~ r'.~ Phone692-7967. 7 PRECISELY RIGHT i II • 
1997 M T Max 700 Yamaha, i~'Truck&ZAftTraileratYourSendcellJ ACCEPT!NO NEWCLIENTS 
roller clutch, pipes, 2 inch track ~:~( ,~ • Across town or the country I I • movin :~t sldentlal d~n~ng~nc~i 
ski's. (Like new) $7500 firm, ~ • Wi// assist or /oad for you i l _ . g, , P g n9 
635-2340. ~ • Reasonable Rates I | " smom aeanm 9 • minor epairs 
• Bondable l i  • pointing * ~nded and insured 
PROGRESSIVE VENTURES LTD. : , Bus, 638-7768 RES. 638-8166 
Phone: 635-7459 • . . . .  : : , :  i~! / ; : ; :  , ; : :  : : : :  :,!:;,,:i ;i  ¸  . . . . .  
This space could [l',~ .~  DMNECANINE 
oe yours. Ii ~-~c_~ . 
- -  . . . . . . .  I I ~ ~ DANA SIMPSON 
PATRICIA SCHUBRINK II 
z . ,~o. .y ,~o,~ H PHONE. (250) 635-7856 
u,a,  I ,Q~ ..... j i F .AXI !250) 638.1880 
FOR LEASE 
4818 Highway 16 West Ordg Ave. Central Location 
warehouse space 880 sq.ft. 1,700 sq. ft. relail/office space 
2709 Kalum Street Oroig Avenue-Central loWien 
5,200 sq.h. commercicil building 901isq.fL relail/offke space 
c/w sforefront, warehouse &¢ompou 
Call us about other locations 
i: ~11290: BU SiNE SS 
/OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR business today. 
Only $49.95. Everything you 
need to earn immediately. Cata- 
logues - order forms - jewenery 
samples ($300 value). Call to- 
day: Visa, Mastercard accept- 
ed. 1-888-477-7382. 
about the press? 
.., lel the Press Council know 
Formed at the initiative of the 
newspaper publishers in ~ritish 
Columbia, we arc a .on-judicial 
review board whidl hears 
unresolved coml61aints about 
the press, 
The Press Council Seeks to 
ensure fairaess and accuracy 
and promotes quality journalism 
while protecting the free flo w 
of information, 
B. C Press Counci! 
900 - 1281 W, Georgia St, 
Vancouver B,C. V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
i TER CCE 
'97 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Laredo 
6 cyl, Automatic, NC,,Tilt, 
Cruise, Power Windows & 
Locks 
$29,995 
'97 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4, V-8, 5 speed 
$25,995 
'97 Dodge D~ko,.",~lub 
~ _ 0 p y  ~23,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$17,595 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 NOW $15,995 
'90 Jeep YJ 
6 Cyl, Hardtop 
$9,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
27,000 kms 
was $19,995 now $16,995 
'94 Ford Probe 
Auto, cassette 
was $13,588 now $12,995 
'92 Ford Explorer 
"Eddie Bauer" 6 cyl, NC, Auto, 
Leather & more 
$16,495 
'87 Ford Tempo 
4 cyl, 5 speed 
$2,495 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, Only 11,339 kms 
$15,995 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
V8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'96 Pontiac Firebird 
Formula 
6 speed, CD, NC, Power Pkg 
$22,495 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
. . . .  $16,995 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'92 Chev Lumina 
6 cyl, loaded 
$10,495 
'92 Chev Xtra Cab 4x4 
VS, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise & More 
was $17,996 Now $16,995 
'97 Toyota RAV4 
4'door, 4x4, 5 speed 
$23,995 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, 0nly 25,000 kms 
$29,995 
'96 Suba.ru L.egacy 
uuznacK 
All Wheel Drive, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
And More 
$25,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
was $27,995 now $26,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, Auto, Power windows 
& locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$25,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, am/fm cassette 
was $9,995 now $7,995 
Demo Prices, Net Of Programs [ 
Toyota 4RK~r  
, AUt0z :~f~:Ji J n~i~!~Powe r 
~:~~More  
~ow $35,888 
'98 Dodge Caravan 
12,500 km, V6, ~!Jto~i~'~Oual 
sliding ~0r~ :~;~!,~lnte d Glas,,~~._ chad 
se~u~lng  boards 
& more. 
NOW $23,636 
Partial List 
0nly Over 25 
More 
Pre-0wned 
Vehicles In 
Stock! 
TER . CCE 
1-800-313-7187 DLR. 5958 
www,terraceautom011.com 
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CO.ORDINATOR position. 
Foster parent H2-Co-ordinator 
position serving Burns Lake, 
Fort St. James, Vanderhoof and 
surrounding areas. This full time 
position requires travel, also 
some weekends and evenings. 
Knowledge of children in care 
and foster parenting are essen- 
tial to this position. Roport writ- 
ing, statistical compilation, good 
communication skills and the 
ability to be a team member are 
requirements. Applicants are 
asked to submit resume and 
hand written cover letter to: W. 
Neal, RR#1 Site 5 Camp 43, 
Hlxon B.C., V0K 1S0. By clos- 
ing date Jan. 4, t999. Marked 
private and confidential. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or  
more per week, assembling 
products in the comfort of your 
own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. West 
Suite 541 Ref 683 Mississauga, 
Ont. L5K 2R8. 
F.XCHANGE PROGRAM Rep- 
resentatives wanted, Are you a 
former host parent of a foreign 
exchange student? Did you en- 
joy your exchange experience? 
ASSE is looking for a few good 
local volunteer representatives 
in area in 6,C. Call Ann at 1- 
800-361-3214. 
LIKE TO travel? Need money? 
Home based business. Not 
MLM. Earn: $2K to $5K per 
week. Call 1-800-345-9688, ext. 
5522. 
N/S, N/D, Pt nanny wanted. 
Must be flexible. Meal prep and 
light housekeeping reqd. 6a5- 
3781. 
NELSON AREA sawmill re- 
quires certified scaler. Must be 
willing to perform additional du- 
ties at mill. Mail resumes to 
RR#1, $14, C20 Nelson BC 
V1L 4P5 or fax to (250)825- 
9263. 
POSITION AVAILABLE 
General Manager. The newly 
incorporated Community 
Futures Development 
Corporation of the Pacific 
Northwest is seeking a General 
Manager to oversee the 
Cor~munity Futures operation in 
Prime Rupert and surrounding 
communities. The General 
Manager will administer and 
manage the organizational 
operating funds, establish 
working relationships with other 
like agencies, and provide a 
wide range of technical advise 
and business counselling 
services. The successful 
candidates will have: 
Demonstrated financial 
management skills; A minimum 
of 2 years experience in 
commercial ending; A minimum 
of 2 years experience in 
management; A background in 
Community ~' Econ6mic 
O~velop m eat;. ~O~llSfi£er hJer~tb 
(Windows, and Word for 
Windows), and; A valid Class 5 
drivers license. Preferred skills 
are: Previous experience with a 
Community Futures 
organization; Previous 
successful small business 
ownership; Experience ' in 
working with a volunteer Board 
of Directors, and; An 
understanding of the financial 
challenges of aboriginal people. 
Salary range is negotiable and 
commensurate with experience. 
Please direct all applications, 
complete with Resume/CV to: 
Mr. Charlie Parkin, Acting 
Chairperson, Community 
Futures Development 
Corporation of the Pacific 
Northwest. Address: P.O. Box 
705, Prince Ruoert, BC, V8J 
3S1. Fax: (250)624-3313. 
Closing date for all applications: , 
January 15, 1999. No late 
applications will be acceptod. 
NOTICE .¢  
RN'S + LPN's. Relocate to tho 
beautiful islands, Tho 
Q.C.I./Ha[da Gwaii CHC re- 
qures R.N.'s for vacation, ca- 
sual relief and also a f/t vacancy 
or casual relief for a L.P.N. Tho 
Queen Charlotte Islands Gener- 
al Hcspital is a facility with two 
sites - 21 beds in Q.C, and 8 
beds in Masset. Opportunity to 
gain experience in all areas in- 
cluding ER, OB, LTC and medi- 
cine. Reply to Marsha Forrest, 
Patient Care Co-ordinator P.O. 
Box g, Queen Charlotte,, B.C. 
V0T 1S0 or call (250)559-4302. 
We don't know what causes 
.multiple sclerosis, but research 
is claser te finding the answer. 
HulII#Io Sclerosis 
Socle~y of Canada 
1-800-268-7582 
KISPIOX FOREST PRODUCTS LTD. 
Kispiox Forest Products Ltd. is an independent forest products 
company in Northwestern 8.C. wilh forestry, logging, sawmill, 
planer and dry kiln operations producing 48,000,000 BM annu- 
ally. The Forestry Division invites appllcafions for the following: 
WOODLANDS MANAGER 
Responsibilities would include leading a team in the administra- 
tion of the company's forest llcences and acquisilion ef open mar- 
ket log supply. The successful candidate willhave exce ant written 
and oral presentation skills. The individual must have extensive 
forBst management experience, knowledge in and a thorough 
understanding of forest management practces, he Forest Act, 
Silviculture Regulations, the Forest PractiCes COde and other 
related legislation and regulations. 
Interested individuals are invited to forward a resume by 
January ! 5 , 1999. 
General  Manager  
Kispiox Forest Products Ltd. 
P.O. Box 215  ~ 
New Hazelton, B.C, V0J 2J0 . . . . . . . .  
Fax: (250)842-6970 
~uperior P opane isthe largest and the on~ national retail propane marketer inCanada. We 
ere focused on sherehoh/er value, mating a qualily t~m orgoniz~on, i stilling an open 
culture, und rewarding performance. 
The Terrace opemlion is rurren~ seeking asdid team player for the/allowing podtion: 
Office AdmMstrat0r 
Terrace, B.C. 
The successful cendidale possesses a pesilive oltilude leadership qualities, good twitien and 
verbal communication skills and is eager te capifalize on new market opperlunilles far 
organizational gr0~h. 
In order Io supped the 8ranch operal ons you musl have (ompu er operatous exper ence 
including Mia~ft word, Microsoft Excel as well as data entry, ana~(a account g and 
be0kkeep ng skilk Dulies will inc ode oil office and rela Isales functions. 
If you are iatemsled inthis challenging opporlunily, please send a resume by January 15, 
1999 to: 
Superior Propane Int. 
#2-5008 Pohle Ave, Terrace EL,, VOJ 4R7 
Alfn: Greg Edwards 
No phone rall~ plem. 
~ i l l ~ / I i O ~ l  Only thuso candidates under conddemtion 
wilt ~e contacted. We sincerely thank all 
applicants for their interest. Suae#or 
I P IPO i~ II1¢. Propane isan equalopporlunily employer. 
& 
Skeena 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. operates woodlands and sawmill operations inTerrace, Hazehoe and 
Smifhe,, B.C and a I~o-line pdpmill n Prince Rupert. 
We ~rrenl]'/hove on opportunity at our Terrace sawmill operations for an: 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SUPERVISOR 
This position will h of inleresl to a highly molivated systems professional who will play a 
key role in the moialenence and implemenlolion of ew computer systems. We ore looking 
for a resulls erienled learn player wilh either B Compuler 5dance Degree or Mkresofi cerfi- 
fk01iOB, plus o minimum of3 years rdevoni experience. Condi~oles will be experienced in 
implemenlolion e d user support in local and wide orco nelworlcs utilizing o brood range 
of technologies. Experience inWindows lit Server is o prime requiremenl. Exposure Io
VAX/YMS and Progress Dalabese would he on asset. 
Dulius will i~iddde proHUing system supped ~ndiens at thr~'Sm,~nilk end two'woodlands 
operations with a pdmoi7 r~p~nsibilily m the Terrace operations. 
The successful candidate will he/o(ofed in Terrace, g.C. a community thal often excellent 
e~ucofional and metlical fadlifies, oo well m superior reaeelionol pportunities. 
SkeenB Cellulose Inc. offers B competitive salary with an excellent benefils plan and the 
opportanily fur career development and oUvancement wilhin the SkeenB Cellulose 
organization. 
For confidential consideration, send resume by January ]5, ] 999 to: 
Shawno Yen ]tame, Personnel Supervisor 
SKEENA CELLULOSE IN(. 
4900 I(eith A~'enue 
Terrace, B.C YgG 5[.8 
& 
Skeena 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. operates woodlands and sawmill operations in Terrace, 
flazelton and Smithers, B.C and a Iwo-line pulpmill in Prince Roped. 
We currantly have on opporlunily of our Terrace sawmill operations for a: 
PURCHASING AGENT 
This posilion wi]J be of inleresl Io o highly mofivoled professionalpurchaser. We 
ere looking for o resulls orienled team player wilh o minimum of 5 years rele- 
vant experience in oll ospecls of Ihe purchasing hJndion. 
Duties will in&do purchasing, receiving, warehouse management and stores 
invenlory conlrol ol cur Terrace operolions. Repoding Io the regional purchasing 
sgenl the successful appliconl will also provide suppod to our operolions in 
flozelfon and Smil~ers. 
The successful candidate will be located in Terrace, B C. a commun ly Ihol offers 
excdlenl educational and medical facilities, os well as superior recreational 
opporlunifies. 
Skeeno Cellulose Int. offers u compelifive salary wilh an excellenl benefils plan 
end lhe opportuni~ for (areor developmenl andodvoncemenl wilhin the Skeeno 
Cellulose orgonizalion. 
For confidenliol cons]derulioo, send resume by January 15, 1999 Io: 
Showna Van Horne, Personnel Supervisor 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC 
4900 Keilh Avenue 
Terrace, B£ VSG 5L8 
As an integral member of our Terrace, B.C. team, you will be responsible fer the 
administration and implementatior~ of the Community Care Facility Act and regulations, 
This will entail inspecting and investigating new and existing community-care facilities, 
ensunng health, safety and care standards are met through education, recommendations 
and enforcement, and participating in community development, 
Qualifications: A relevant degree and 1 year of experience, or a diploma plus 2 years of 
experience, e ra  certificate and 3 years of experience are essential, complemented by 
training as an RN, Public Health Inspector, Social Worker or Early Childhood Educator, 
Good administrative, Interpersonal and communication skills are key, as are strong 
decision-making and problem-solving talents and the abll ityto work as part of a multi- 
disciplinary team, A valid driver's Iicenee and a vehicle are required. 
Please direct all Inquiries to: Gary Roper, Manager of Finance and Administration, North 
West Cammunlty Health Services Satiety, 3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2, 
Tel: (250)638-2220; Fax: (250)638-2251; E-maih gary,roper@nwch,hnet,bc.ca 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 
4:30 p.m., January 15, 1999, 
BAR TENDER, We specialize 
in organizing and catering to 
your every need when it comes 
to Bar Service. Wo will custom 
design a package to suit your 
needs, from full Bar service to 
working with in your budget. We 
will help to give you and your 
guests an event to remember. 
For more Information please 
call Tar Benders at 635-3763. 
CHILD CARE available. Sun- 
flower Child Care Centre, a li- 
censed facility at 2903 Kerr St. 
is now accepting full and part 
time registration for January 
1999. For more information 
please call 635-1512 from 8am- 
5pm. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 20 
vrs experience. Call 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mafiheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
TUTORING AVAILABLEI I am 
available to tutor grades 1-8 in 
, a variety of classes end have 4 
years experience. Don't delay, 
get your child the help they 
need now! Early detection is the 
kay to successfully helping a 
struggling child. Call Kelly at 
635-9032 evenings. 
"-"Looking for-" 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child cure. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 633-1113. 
6k~ena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and Is funded by the MinJstiT for 
~=_ Children and Families. , /  
330 ,  NOTICES ~ 
A'rrENTION GRAFTERS arti- 
sans. Looking for a place to dis- 
play your wares? Handworld 
Gifts in Abbotsford has space 
available for consignment or 
rentals. Call 604-870.1133. 
GET OUT of your timesharell 
Guaranteedlll mini-vacation in- 
cluded. Holiday Resort Interna- 
tional. #1 in selling & renting va- 
cation proportiesl Total intornet 
advortising. Call now Toll Free 
1-888-470-0001 or (760)721- 
2692. Visit our website 
http://www.holidavr.com. 
SKI SUN PEAKS B.C.TOP OF 
the Mountain. Accomodations & 
management. All new full- 
equipped 1-5 bdrm condos & 
chalets. Sleeping up to 36 peo- 
ple' in" connecting units. H0t 
• tfibs,:" 3ac'u~.i~/'SaLifi~s"~ 'Fiie :: 
Places. M0st~ski in-out or just 
rain. to lifts. For every Adult tick- 
et 1 kid under 12 skis FREEII! 
Stay 6 nights & get the first 
night FREEllL (Some restric- 
tions apply) Call Sharon at 1- 
800-565-8834. www.mwsolu. 
tlons.com/top, e-math sunpeaks 
@direct.ca. 
K DS AT PLAY 
, P ESCHOOL 
SCHOOL AGE 
CENTRE 
Opening Jan/99 
Call Alice 
63818109 
Dr. lady Cox 
Your parents are proud 
of you and want to 
congratulate you c 
achieving a Doctor ~f 
Chiropractics from 
Western States 
Chiropractic College in 
Portland. We wish you 
all the best. ..¢ 
Be~re. 
.- ,.. 
After. 
(~il~en's Hospital 
i 
f r i ck  Denton would like to~ 
l announce that he has I 
I adopted his fatheds namel  
l and is proud to be / 
l R ICHARD JAJ~ES / 
L (GRAHAM) ) 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
• ~ ~ & HEAUNG CENTRE 
Open Channell  
Readings: 
Au lodyAlignment, Physical, 
E ional, Mental Spiritual, 
'] - Quest onB Answered 
ByAppointment 
635-7776 
Laure l  Gregg, Msc.D, Phd. 
Chr i s t  Lutheran  
Church  
3229 Sparks St. 
- Sundays -
Sunday School 10 am 
Worship 11 am 
- Thursdays.  - 
Evening Prayer 7 pm 
The little church in the 
heart of the horseshoe 
Pastor Terry Shnonson 
635-5520 
I=lUl e=l ~'a=luln:ll~'t.-- su ul=li~|.J 
Localpeer J 
support 
groups. 
4 
BRITISH COLUMBIA  1 -888-223.336  
EPILEPSY SOCIETY f.r3f.rel.fem~lian 
I 
The contractual 
relationship be~een 
Evedast Contractors Lid. 
and 
Mr. & Mrs. Yasinchuk 
with respect o the house 
construded at 
4853 Twedle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. has been 
terminated and all sub- 
contract should submit 
" their final'accounts to 
Everlast 
Contractors Ltd. 
This ad was to have 
been run in 
The Terrace Standard 
Dec. 23rd, 1998. 
!iiii!~i~iii~iii!~:;;!i r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ':::~  @~ !;iii!i i]iii!i;ii!iiiil;i~i 
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SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE  J 
Dai ly  scheduled bus service from Stewart to la 
Terrace and return, and all points in belween. Pick- I 
up and delivery of  goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and I 
courier service. , J 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 " 
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGYASSESSMENT 
J Environmental & Food Allergy Testing J 
Aromatherapy Deep-Tissue Massage J 
Reflcxology, Reiki, Herbology, Ear Candling " J 
Frances Birdsidi By Appointment 635-2194 I 
Natural Health Practitiener st. Mathew's Centre, 4506 l.~kelse Ave., Terrace I 
ROBERT J. PEUATT 
COMMISSION SECRETARY 
~s~ CO~o~, "** 
co## 
APFFNDIX A 
k) C.~nmi.im On~r No. GI24-97 
SIXIH FLOOR, 900 HOWE STREET, BOX 250 
VANCOG~VER, B.C. CANADA V6Z ~3 
TEEPHONE: (604) 660-4700 
BC r0Lt FREE: 1-800.~3-138S 
FABLE: (60,1J 660-1102 
PACIFIC N(~ 
PACIFIC NOL . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ..... , . . . . . . . . .  • ,..,..,~ u,v,.a,,.,,,,~ 
CENTRA GAS FORT ST. JOHN INC. 
Application for Approval of a 
1999 Revenue Requirements Application 
and 
1998 Fort St. John/Dawson Creek Cost of Service Alienation/Rate Design Study 
Date: Friday, January 15, 1999 
Time; 9:00 a.m. (10:00 a.m. in Dawson Creek) 
Locations: Department of Fisheries & Oceans Offices 555 West Hastings Sheet -
Room 455 Vancouver, B.C. 
v~lh vldeo-conferenclng links to: 
Norlh Coast Regional Correspondence School 
3211 Kenney Slmet 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 3E9 
G0mmunily Skills Centre 
1105 IO3rd Avenue 
Dawson Creek, B.C. VtG 2G8 
THE APPUCA11ONS 
On November 4, 1998 PNG (N.E.) - Dawson Creek Division and Cenh'a FSJ filed ~nelr 1998 Cost of 
Service Allocation/Rata Design Study. 
On December 1, 1998 PNG, PNG (N.E.t and Cenha FSJ applied ta the Commission for approval te 
increase rates on an interim and final basis, effective January I, 1999. 
PNG has requested that the Applications be dcoh with through the B.C. Utilities Commission's 
Negotiated Seltlement Process. 
THE REGULATORY PROCESS 
The Commission wiU hold a Pre-Heofieg Conference in Vancouver, Terrace and Dawmn Creek via 
video conlerencing ~:iIif[es on Friday, January IS, 1999, to discu:s procedural molter| which will 
include, but not be ironed to, the following: 
i scheduling completeness oFthe Application, 
idenfificallan oFF rinclpal issues, 
preaess !wc~. he )s, information requests, elde~ent egofial ons or pub c hearing), 
mcatlon(s) at Ihe eceedlngs; and 
other matters thai ¢ill enable the proceedlng to efflcien~ cover and revlew all aspeds at the 
Applications. 
PUOUC INSPECTION OF "file APPUCATION 
Pacific ~ Gas Lid. 
[Leeeg~J_.Q~ Suite 1400, 1185 West Georgia Slreel r Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4G6 
DMrict Offices; Vonderhaof, Burns Lake~ Houslon, Smithers, Terrace Killmat, 
Prince Rupert, Dawson Creek, Tumble" Ridge and Fort St. John 
An Executive Summary oF the Applications i available to Interesled Parties upon request from the 
Applicants at no charge. 
Brflkh C01umbla UlflltleJ Commisslea: Sixth Floor, 900 Howe Sheet, Vanconvers B.C. VgZ 2N3. 
INTERVENTIONS 
Intervenors and Interested Parties hould inform the Carom ss on in wr tng, by January 8, 1999, oF 
their intention tabecome Intervenon or Inleresled Parties, and/or al~d lhe Pro-Hearing Conference, 
Registered Intervenars who actively pad c pole in the my ew process will recaive copies af the 
Application and all correspondence and filed documentet on nterested Parties who re~Is er with the 
Commission will receive acopy o| the Aoolicotlon's Executive Summa~ MI t'~,,.I,- l,.-,,.t ~. 
the Commiss'on's Decision. - - "  .,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  we,. as 
PARTICIPANT ASSI~AhlaE 
All parties lntendinglo apply for Pa,tktpont Assistance must subnl;I abudget esltmate by Janua 22, , ry 
1999 consistent with Ihe Commission s Participanl Assktance/Cost Award Guidelines as outlined In 
Order No. G-97-98. Copies of them Guidelines are available upon request. 
FURTHER INFORMATION 
For [urlher information, please conrad Mr. Robert J. Pellalt, Commission Secretary, or Mr. Barry 
McKinlay, Manager, Rates and Finance as ~Jlows: 
Telephone: (604) 660.4700 E-Mail: Commisslon.Secrelary@bcuc.corn 
Facsimile: (604) 660.1102 Telephone: (B.C. Tot Free) 1.800.663.1385 
BY ORDER 
Robert J. Pellatt 
i 
Kermodes up for 
"a strong season 
:! TERRACE'S senior boys basketball team may just be this 
"'.~ year's team to beat if coach Cam MacKay has anything to 
:" do with it. 
.- He sees the always competitive Prince Rupert teams as 
-: favourites but knows that with work his team can beat the 
'=" size and strength of Charles Hays and consistency of 
Prince Rupert Senior Secondary's Raimnakers. 
He said Hazelton could be the zone rival because of their 
size and skill. 
" I f  all their players play well they could be a dark 
horse," said MacKay. 
But Terrace will have to improve over their performance 
in Ketchikan, Alaska in late December. 
¢¢ 
We wereu t ready to play," said Kermode coach Cam 
MacKay. "We lacked discipline." 
He said the team was hard to settle down because of the 
size of the Ketchikan gym and energetic rowd. American 
style ball is also played in eight-minute quarters with a 
running shot clock. 
His team lost to Charles Hays 67-56 and had trouble 
stopping Hays player, Steve Kaluski who scored 28 points. 
Their first game of the tournament the boys played Hous- 
ton iu a 66-54 match. Terrace's Kevin Braam and Mike 
Hovanes pulled their weight with 27 and 18 points each, 
In their second game, Terrace played Kitimat's Mount 
Elizabeth who were missing a few of their larger players. 
MacKay said Terrace could have won by a lot more thau' 
the 64-41 score revealed. 
In their final game of the tournament the Kennodes 
played Ketehikan's Kay-High team. 
The score after the first quarter was all Kay-High in a 
25-7 game. But by the end of the first half Terrace cut the 
lead down to 33-27. 
The third quarter featured a 10-10 run in four minutes 
that saw Johll Simmons and Kevin Gillanders place tricky 
shots and practice good defence to come out 43-3"7 
Ketchikau. 
In the fourth quarter Kay-High scored three quick hoops 
only to have the Kermodes return three shots. From there, 
MacKay said both teams missed easy marks. 
At two and a half minutes left in the game the score was 
46-43 and Kay-High played defence running the clock 
down to a 50.44 final. 
Three Terrace boys, John Sinnuons, Mike Hovanes and 
Kevin Braam were uamed to the All Star team. 
Two weeks prior in Terrace's Kennode Classic, the boys 
played well, consideriug the team's lack of practice time. 
The Kenuodes finished fourth behind D.P. Todd, Prince 
Rupert Senior Secondary and Reynolds. 
Terrace's Kevin Braam was named to the first All-Star 
team. 
NICE SHOT: Mike Hovanes takes a shot at the Kermode Classic in December. 
He was named to the All Star team at a recent tournament in Ketchikan. 
Mens' t am sweeps 
basket, all tournament 
THEY WERE determined Dylans team - -  the same The double-knockout 16- 
not to make this year's team they lost to'last year. team tournament saw Ter- 
Prince Rupert Mens' Christ- But the game didn't look race go undefeated with a 5- 
mas basketball tournament a so promising at the half 0 record over four days. 
remake of last year's econd when the rainy city's host Terrace's team consisted 
place finish, team wa~ up. by five of Wade Loukes, Fraser 
/M~d they didn'L With ~re¢ minutes le~ft in,  De,Walie, To=!y Pod!e, Kurt 
Terrace's senior men's the game Terrace pulled Muller, Geoff MacKay, 
basketball team finished the ahead with solid defense Mike Johnson, Simon Dodd 
tournament with a 61-53 and a few key hoops dow~ and Scott Stewart. 
win against Prince Rupert's the stretch to win the game. 
Juniors go north 
THE SKEENA junior boys basketball team began their 
five-day road trip to Ketchican, Alaska with a 69-15 loss to 
Prince Rupert rivals, Charles Hays. 
The series saw the Wildcats come out nervous in their 
first two encounters losing by 20 in both matchups. 
But by the third game Skeena rebounded to win by eight 
points. 
Ketchikan then took a closely battled fourth game by six 
than Skeena fmished the tourney with a well-deserved 25 
point victory in the final game to finish the tournament 
with two wins attd three losses. 
Coach Scott Stewart says the Wildcats have shown con- 
siderable improvement in the defensive.end and.has.been. 
especially pleased with his Grade 9 players. 
Skeena's ~text game is Saturday, Jan. 9 at Prince Rupert 
Secondary where the Rainmakers will be sure to challenge 
the Wildcats. 
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THE SCOTT 
TOURNAMENT 
OFHEARTS® 
PROVINCIAL PLAY DOWNS 
SMITHERS CURLING CLUB 
January 25-30 
In conjunction with 
BClCA Men's Interior Play downs 
January 29 to 31 
Week pass only $25 
Come to Smithers. Enjoy world class curling 
and while you're here, enjoy what Smithers has to offer... 
Cross-country skiing, downhill skiing, snow boarding, 
snowmobiling, swimming, dog sledding, and much more. 
INFO. 
SKIING/ 
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How are 
we do,rig? 
" I~"hen lveJ'all short of)~Ur 
expectation, please tell us. 
When a ,,ewspaper story does 
,lot sdem to reflect fairly what 
was said, let our editors know. 
When we are unable to solve 
your complaint, we encourage 
you to submit it to the: 
B.C Pre~s Council 
900 .  1281 W. Georgla St. 
Vancouver B.C V6E M7 
Tel/Fax (504) 583.2571 
The B.C Prexa Council was 
created in 1983 as an 
Indel~et,dent review board to 
,protect he l~ubllc f rom press 
inaccuracy or unfairness and to 
]Jromote qua/it., __  
I"  www.bcpm,  ,0o  unc l l .~0m ,l~d~ 
. . . . .  = i [  "~]"  "m'q 
Before. 
After 
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CoMMu, . NEWSpA.RS N e t w o r k C I a s s if i e d s OF JAN 4/99 
A S $. 0 ¢.I__.A T I 0 N These ads appear in approximately 100 ] (~O(~f"~ for25words IT. place an ad call 
British Coi~rnbia nd Yukon community newspapersin B.C.and Yukonl~C..C/~J $6.00each Ithis paper or the BeY- 
and reach more than 3 million readers. I additional word ICNA at (604) 669-9222 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
CONNECT WITH 
OVER 144 CITIES 
WORLDWIDE. Meet 
people from around the 
globe. Penpals, 
Personals, Collectors, 
Vacation Exchanges, 
'Travel inf,, Business 
Opportunities, etc. 1- 
800-663-1199 8:30am- 
5pm PST. 
AUTO 
"O DOWN". O.A.C. 
Lowest Payments - All 
make. Leasing. Cars, 
trucks, vans, sport utili- 
ties. Lease returns, re- 
possessions. Call for 
guaranteed pro-ap- 
provals. Free delivery 
in B.C. Toll-Free 1-888- 
857-4282 or 671-7775. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
$140,000/YR POTEN- 
TIAL. Yesl Profit maga- 
zine says "Best busi- 
ness to go into '98 " := ,  
Low overhead + no in- 
ventory _= Very 
Profitable rrancnisel 
Cag now, free informa- 
tion: 1-888-679-2201. 
PLEASE MUM, The 
leader in providing 
quality, yet affordable 
children's clothes 
through home presen- 
tations has spring op- 
portunities available• 
Call now and ask about 
our exclusive new W 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
PREMIUM VENDING 
ROUTES rival the best 
RRSP. 100% home- 
based cash business. 
F/T or P/T. Low invest- 
ment. Phone 597-3532 
or 1-800-387-2274 
(Dept 190). 
COMPUTERS 
NEW YEAR SPECIAL. 
Brand name computers 
with Software package 
and delivery included. 
Leasing from 
$59.99/mth (+tax). No 
payments for 3 months! 
Call: Essec Distributing 
1-877-44-ESSEC. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS INTO BOARDS, 
planks, beams. Large 
capacity. Best sawmill 
value anywhere. Free 
information 1-800-566- 
6899. Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R.2, 
Kilworthy, Ontario POE 
1 GO. 
HEALTH 
CAN'T GET VIA- 
GARA(rM)? Worried 
about side effects. Now 
available in Canada an 
all natural cream. 
EDUCATION 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER...write for 
money and pleasure 
with our unique home- 
study course. You get 
individual tuition from 
professional writers on 
all aspects of writing- 
romances, short sto- 
ries, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and 
children's stories. Send 
today for our FREE 
BOOK. Toll free 1-800- 
267-1829 Fax 1-613- 
749-9551. The Writing 
School, 3147 - 38 
McArthur Ave., Ottawa, 
ON K1L 6R2. 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and 
correspondence cours- 
es toward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice to 
begin this month. Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 
1-800-665-7044. 
HELICOPTER LOG- 
G ING/S i lv i cu l tu re  
Training. Men and 
women - train for excit- 
ing, high paying ca- 
reers in growth sectors 
of the forest industry. 
W.C.B. 'Worksafe' rec- 
ognized training. 
Private Post-secondary 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd. 
Ask about our used sin- 
gle and double wides. 
"We Serve - We 
Deliver". 1-800-339- 
5133r DL#8387. 
PERSONALS 
ASHGROVE CHRIST- 
IAN SINGLES. 
Companionship/mar- 
riage. Ages 18-85. 
Single,widowed, di- 
vorced. All across 
Canada. P.O. Box 205, 
Chase, B.C., V0E 1M0. 
Free information. 1- 
250-679-3543. 
RECREATIONAL 
PROPER'I'Y 
PARK MODELS. 
Factory Direct 12 
wides. CSA Approved 
for your RV site, park, 
resorts, rec. property, 
granny flats. B.C. Built. 
Quality R.V.'s 1-800- 
667-1533. DL#8387A. 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A.C 
Guaranteed credit ap- 
provals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, 
sport utilities. Repo's, 
broken leases, heavy 
duty equipment, Take 
over payments. Free 
I 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
JOHNS MANVILLE, a 
world leader in fiber- 
glass manufacturing, 
requires an electrician 
with instrumentation 
experience at its mod- 
ern insulation plant in 
Innisfail, Alberta. Job 
Requ i rements :  
Journeyman electrical 
ticket or AB equivalent. 
Allen Bradley PLC-5- 
VFD. High Voltage 
training/instrumentation 
or electronics back- 
ground is  an asset. 
Willing to work occa- 
sional shiftwork and 
overtime. Our plant en- 
vironment promotes 
safety, employee in- 
volvement and innova- 
tion. Excellent pay and 
benefit package. If you 
are a highly safety con- 
scious, self-motivated 
team player who pos- 
sesses industrial plant 
maintenance experi- 
enc e , basic computer 
skills and are a non- 
smoker please mall 
your resume by 
January 18: Johns 
Manville Canada Inc,, 
line for women a free Clinically proven in Institution. Job place- delivery. Call The 4704-58 St., Innisfail, 
catalogue and business England. Call Marks merit assistance. I H-L Untouchables now. 1- AB, T4G 1A2, Fax 403- 
information package, 1- Plaza Pharmacy Toll, Training Institute Ltd. 800 '993 ,3673.  227-7196. Attention: 
800-665-9644, Free 1-877-747-6664. 250 897,1188, . . . .  Vancouver 327-7752. Human Resources, 
i i ~ n ~-  ! : ~ . 
i I 
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ROB BROWN 
I t's the second day of 1999. My fishing 
log says I was standing in the Kalum at 
the place I call Beaver Flats a year ago. 
There was ahnost no snow and only a 
breath of wind', so warm that, for the 
first time in any January I can remember, I fished 
without gloves. 
Beaver fiats is below Digger's Pool and above 
Deep Creek. It's not a destination ~n, but the 
kind of water yon fish on your way out if the an- 
gling has been poor on the Snake, the Stumble 
Run or at MacDonald's. Once, late ill the year, 
Richard Eckert and I found the place crowded 
with dolly varden char and whitefish; another 
time Webb and I found some shiny new coho 
there and in the riffles below it; and one time, 
years ago, with the river unusually high for De- 
cember, I made the kind of wade one should only 
attempt with a buddy. Beaver Fiats fishes on ly  
from river left because the eponymous rodents 
have dropped mostOf the aiders on river right. I 
don't attempt this kind of bravado any more. In 
the days when I made that macho wade I was so 
focused on fishing that I painted myself into tight 
corners on more occasions than I like to admit. 
As I stopped and caught my breath on the far 
side, after nearly being swept away a couple of 
times I should have pondered the fact that if the 
river had carried me off, and I'd avoided the 
sweepers below, I would probably have died Of 
h'ypothermia anyway. I didn't just as I hadn't con- 
sidered the fact that a return wade was mandatory. 
As soon as I 'd caught my breath, I strode past 
the slow section of the run where the still fishers 
like to soak bait, and began casting. Beaver Flats 
is noi the kind of run where you'd expect newly 
arrived steelhead, but some. hovered in the tail of 
the glide that day. They were ferocious. I lost two 
because I couldn't follow them across the riffle 
turned rapid and around the sprawling logjam be- 
low that, but I did beach two others. They were 
muscular andshaped like footballs, and uniquely 
coloured like Kalum winter steelhead often are. 
All of this activity quickly ate away the remain- 
der of the short winter afternoon. A curtain of fog 
was descending and it was getting awfully dark. 
My hands were cold. The sweat I'd worked up 
wrestling fish was flow c.ooling. I had to go, and 
go quickly. I grabbed up my rod and loped up the 
bank. If the wade over had been tough, the wade 
back would be tougher.:~I knew it would be better 
to start high, so I made my way upstream, clam- 
bering over black logs as slippery as oiled buck- 
skin. I grabbed abeaver gnawed limb, slipped the 
rod into the back pocket of my vest, then slid into 
the water. 
The current grabbed my legs and attempted to 
pull thenl out from under me. I leaned hard on the 
stick', grabbing itwith both, hands. I pushed a foot 
forward, jammed the pole into the substrate, then 
repeated the process. Log jams, water-filled 
waders, these and other morbid images elbowed 
their way into my mind; I forced them out rivet- 
ing my attention to each step, each thrust with the 
pole, and the contour of the bottom until my uni- 
verse consisted of the water a foot ill front of me, 
and the roar of the river. 
As the river pulled harder and the wade became 
more difficult, I slowed down. A couple of 
minutes passed in an hour. I made the far bank 
then made my way down river and scrambled up 
the bank to the trail. Next to the river it was dark. 
In the bush it was black. I turned onto what I was 
sure was the path to the slough, and proceeded to 
get lost. It was a regulation hour before a beacon 
• in the form of a truck engine's roar helped me 
find the road. 
The day after last New Year's Day was less 
dramatic. I didn't catch any steeihead, but I did 
catch a cutthroat. It was an unexpected fish: a har- 
vest trout long after the harvest; against the winter 
backdrop it seemed out of context. Now, two days 
into 1999 I'm back to see if I can find another. 
Today the skis stick to the snow. The sky is close 
to the ground iu the form of mist that wraps the 
drooping trees like gauze, In the distance there is 
the insect whine of snow machines. I don't like 
the soutid, but I appreciate their trails. 
Packing a rod gives a person direction; it 
defines the pathways. Because I have my single 
bander, I 'm forced to look for trout. Ths ] aS me 
looking tbr eagles, because agles stand sentinel 
over the last of the red cohoes, still spawning and 
dying in the Kalurn in January. And, where there 
are ripened salmon there will be wolf tracks on 
the banks and trout or char or whitefish, or pos- 
sibly all three nearby. 
I spot a solitary bird atop of an old hemlock 
presiding over part of the side channel that flows 
through Beaver Hats, and, sure enough, there are 
coho inthe dark water below the tree. A floating 
line with an hnproved Partridge and Orange I de- 
veloped this winter ~ and I wlsh Finlay were 
alive to appreciate - -are  all that is needed for the 
slow cold flows, I spend 20 minutes on the probe. 
belbre I catch a beautiful ittle 12-inch cutthroat 
that proves last year's is noanomaly. It's a fine I 
way to begin a year . . . . .  , 
[] Happy New Year! 
NOW THAT'S AN ANNIVERSARY: Ten years after the first soccer in the snow 
on Terrace's fields, Iocal lplayers pose during a haft-time break (above). This 
year's game was 2-1 at the haft with players plowing through knee-deep snow on 
Skeena Junior's fields, Mbrtin Sterner, who played in the first New Year's game, 
lands in a snow drift after.f~Jhting for the ball (right). 
• SCORE!: Kitimat Bantam rep player scores a goal at 16:01 in the third period of a 
final game here on New Year's Eve. Kitim.at and Terrace battled for first and sec- 
. end spots in the tournament. : : 
MINOR HOCKEY 
;Lions beat Bantams 
in year-end tourney 
IF TERRACE'S Bantam rep 
coaches have one hope for 
the new year, it might be to 
beat Kitimat. 
They'd consider it 
payback for the whipping 
their team picked up in the 
championship game of the 
Bantam tournauient held 
here Dec. 31. 
After 20 minutes of the 
game, Terrace Inland Ken- 
worth was down by one 
goal after the Kitimat Lion's 
Doug Higginson scored 
twice in the first period. 
Terrace's Josh Murray 
quickly in the second period 
when Gary Kerbratz scored 
after one minute and 43 sec- 
onds of play on a pass from 
Jordan Kostelnik. 
Eight minutes later 
Kltimat came in with a tie- 
breaker with 11:20 left in 
the second period. Then 
Tyler Daum scored two 
goals within two minutes of 
each other to make the game 
5-2 Kitimat after 40 minutes 
of ice time. 
Terrace just couldn't find 
its strength in the third peri- 
od and Kitimat made the 
dropped their sticks and. 
started slugging. 
Both players were handed 
game misconduct penalties. 
Terrace's teams played 
well against Kitimat which 
usually stands in a class of 
their own - -  a fact many 
Terrace coaches and minor 
hockey organizers accredit 
to their second sheet of ice. 
The tournament featured 
four Bantam rep teams from 
Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Smithers and Kitimat. Ter- 
race's Peewee Bteam also 
joined in the tournament and 
then scored a goal on a pass game an 8'2 final, posted some good first- 
from Ryan Beaulieu and Tension erupted into fly- period scores. 
Jess Bone with six and ing fists in the last 15 see- Whttehorse was to have 
half minutes left in the first : ends of the game when played in the tournament but 
period, i : Kttimat's Justin Bogart and canceled close to the touma- 
Terrace tted: the game Terrace's Ryan  'Ha i lam mentdate. 
Sports Scope 
Youth soccer 
I/dPROVE YOUR skills and get ready for the 1999 
outdoor soccer season by heading to Centemlial Chris- 
tian School. 
Organizers will host four-hour indoor skill building 
sessions and games for youth 8-13 years old on Satur- 
days from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. begimdng Jan. 9. and 
ending Feb. 27. 
The courses will be taught by long-time Terrace 
coach, Nick Kolias who recently finished his level one, 
two and three teaching licence. 
Iuterested youth must have been registered with the 
Terrace Youth Soccer during the 1998 season to be 
eligible. The cost is $15 per mouth, payable when 
youth register at the arena office• No refunds will be 
given. For more infonuation call Nick at 635-9231. 
Lake race 
SKIING enthusiasts will appreciate he 10 centimetres 
of fresh w.hite powder dumped on Onion Lake's ski 
trails this Christmas. 
The trails should be fast and firm for the Kitimat 
Open race this Saturday, Jan. 9. 
Racers will ski on a solid 20-ceutimetre base and 
organizers say that blue wax and waxless skis are 
working great. 
Skiing at the Creek 
HIRSH Creek Golf and Winter Club's trails are set and 
raring to go. 
The trails are open all day and night owl's will ap- 
preciate the club's three kilometres of lit trails that stay 
lit until about 10 p.m. 
Snowmobile season 
UPCOMING Skeena Valley Snowmobile Club events 
include a January Avalanche course and a family fun 
day at Sterling Mountain on Jan. 24. 
Valentine s day brings the club s ammal Snowarama, 
a money-maker for disabled children• And then watch 
out because on Saturday and Sunday March 6-7 the 
club hosts it's atmual Shatues Mountain Mogul Blaster 
Hill Climb. 
I I I 
